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P U B L I C A T I O N 
The nature of the complexes of 
2,5-dimercapto-l,3,4-thlaclla250le 
(Bismuth!ol I ) with Cu(I) and " 
Cu(XI), 
J . Inorg, Nuel. Chem. (In Press) 
A 
A B S T R A C T 
The coordination chemistry of sulphur containing 
ligands has recent ly assumed greater importance in view of the 
fact that several of these compounds have been found to be 
b io logica l ly active and have found uses in medicine as well 
as in indust ry . Some sulphur compounds have been found to 
be useful as protect ive agents against hazardous radia t ions* 
Further more a knowledge of the nature of metal complexes of 
organic sulphur compounds i s an important requirement for 
understanding the in t e rac t ion of metal ions with p ro t e ins . 
The present work i s an attempt to gain some more 
information on the nature of the complexes of organic sulphur 
compounds. About forty f ive new complexes of three d i f ferent 
sulphur containing l igands v i z . , 2 ,6-di raercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadia-
zole (Bismuthiol I ) , 2-aminothiazole and 2-amino-6-ethoHybenzo-
th iazole with t r a n s i t i o n metals of f i r s t , second and th i rd 
row have been synthesized, characterized and studied on the 
ba^sis of elemental ana lys i s , infrared, far inf tared and e lec t ro-
nic spec t ra l s tudies and magnetic measurements. 
Bismuthiol I has been shown by the help of infrared 
s tudies to be in an associated form and to ex is t predominantly 
in the thiono form in equilibrium with a small quanti ty of the 
(11) 
t h i o l form. Excepting for the complex formed by Cu(II)chloride 
•where the ligsnd i s suggested to be completely deprotonated 
the complexed ligand has been shown to be in the following form. 
N NH ~N m 
. II I ^ f I 
s-c c«s . s=c c=s 
\ / \ / 
Coordination has been shown to' occur through e i the r the nitrogen 
or the exocyclic sulphur atom or both. In no case has ring 
sulphur been found to coordinate . An the complexes We insolu-
ble and seem to be polymeric in na ture . In a l l the cases the 
magnetic moment values have been found to be subs ten t ia l ly 
lov/er than expected due presumably to antiferromagnetic 
i n t e r a c t i o n s . 
Tentative geometries of the complexes of bismuthiol I 
have beensQfeiQsteaby the help of ref lectance spect ra . The geometry 
of the nickel complex seems to be unique in the sense tha t i t 
has the nickel ions in both square planar and octahedral 
environments. The Cu(I) complex seems to have some Cu(II) ions 
and the Gu(II) complex i s presumably a mixed valence Gu(I)-
Cu(II) complex. The Ru(I) complex i s feebly paramagnetic which 
suggests iferromagnetic in te rac t ions through weak Ru-Ru 
bonds. 
Complexes of 2-aminothiazole with d i f ferent t r a n s i t i o n 
a i l ) 
metal ions have been obtslned having the general formula 
[M(2-atninothiazole)^_^X2 v/here M stands for the metal ions and 
X=*C1%N0^  or 1/2 SO»j. In a l l the cases coordination occurs 
through e i the r the r ing nitrogen or the amino nitrogen atom. 
la no case has tha r ing sulphur atom been found to coordinate . 
The pos s ib i l i t y of bidentate coordination i s EUled out in view 
of the requirements of the stoichiometry and stereochemistry 
of the complexes. These complexes seem to be polymeric in 
nature . Tentative geometries have been suggested for these 
complexes. Platinum and gold complexes having octahedral 
geometries are s&ggpefiajto have one chloride ion outside the 
coordination sphere and must be ion ic . The s i lve r complex has 
a l inear geometry. The vanadium and copper complexes are proposed 
to have a square planar geometry. A t e t r ahed ra l s t ructure has 
been suggested for z inc , cadmium and mercury complexes while 
the complexes of cobal t , n icke l , ruthenium, palladium and 
iridium have been proposed to have an octahedral geometry. 
2-Amino-6-ethoxybenzothiazole, which ex i s t s in an 
associated form, has been found to form very s table and insoluble 
complexes with the t r a n s i t i o n metals . Coordination has been 
suggested in these complexes to occur through the aminonitrogen 
atom. The ir idium, vanadium and copper complexes are proposed 
to have a square planar geometry whereas the s i l v e r , z inc , 
cadmium and mercury complexes are presumably t e t r a h e d r a l . An 
octahedral geometry i s proposed for the gold, ruthenium, 
palladium and platinum complexes. 
C H A P T E R I 
GENERAL BITRODUGTION 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
A knowledge of the nature of metal complexes of 
organic sulphur compounds i s an Important requirement for 
understanding the interaxstion of metal ions with p r o t e i n s . 
During the past few decades sulphur donor l igands have 
received greater a t ten t ion because of the fact tha t some 
organic compounds containing sulphydryl and disulphide groups 
find important uses in medicine, biology and indus t ry . Some 
sulphur containing organic compounds have been found t o be 
useful as protec t ive agents against hazardous r a d i a t i o n s . 
Thiosa l icy l ic acid has been found to be an analytically^"*'^ 
3 4 
and the rapeu t ica l ly ' promising l igand. Thioacet ic acid 
6 
s t imulates the resp i ra tory a c t i v i t y of the brain cor tex 
g 
and i s a preservat ive for food stuff • The Keratin f i b e r s , 
7 
espec ia l ly human hai r are shaped by some of the th ioac ids 
v i z . , t h ioace t i c acid, t h i o l a c t i c acid and thiosali:cyjrlic 
8 9 
acid e t c . The use of metal s a l t s ' of t h ioace t i c acid has 
been suggested to be an ant idote in heavy metal poisoning. 
This acid has also been found t o be ac t ive as a co-factor 
in enzymic oxidation of cystamine t o hypotaurine • Cobalt 
and sodium s a l t s of t h i o l a c t i c acid which are re la ted t o 
the hydrolysis products of vitamin B.g, Inh ib i t the effect 
of weight reduction in young animals by d i e t containing 
2 
thyroid powder . It has been claimed that thlolactic acid 
stabilizes the solutions of vitamin B. and C and prevents 
the formation of a precipitate during the heating of such 
12 
solutions • Thlolactic acid also prevents the occurrence 
13 
of diabetes due to alloxan and dlthizone • The use of some 
of the above mentioned acids has been claimed in the separa-
tion of ruthenium, zirconium and niobium from uranium. Such 
compounds have also been used in the preparation of photo-
graphic antlblooming agents. Lead, cadmium and nickel salts 
of these thioacids have been used in plastlclzation of 
natural rubberl'*'!^ 
The formation of thlobrtdges, enhanced stability, 
anomalous magnetic behaviour and the spectra of many transi-
tion metal complexes of sulphur containing ligands have. In 
recent times, aroused keen interest regarding the metal 
sulphur linkage. 
In view of the foregoing the metal complexes of 
sulphur containing ligands have attracted the attention of 
a lot of research workers in this area. 
One of the common sulphur containing ligands 
whose interaction with metal ions has been examined in 
some detail,is thiol. The distinguishing property associated 
with the mercapto group i s i t s a b i l i t y t o form complexes 
containing sulphur bridge* Mercaptide ions HS" being highly 
po l a r i s ab l e , form strong bonds with t y p i c a l c l a s s b metal 
ions . The mercaptldes Hg(RS)2(where R I s an alkyl group) 
are monomeric in benzene . With n i c k e l ( I I ) Ion e thyl 
mercaptan forms the diamagnetic complex Ni(SEt)-(where SEt « 
e thyl sulphide) for which the polymeric s t r u c t u r e d ) has 
been suggested . The pal ladium(II) mercaptldes PdCRS)^ 
(R =5 e t h y l , n«propyl, n-butyl or n-amyl) are associated In 
ethylene dibromide and chloroform ®ad probably have a s imi lar 
polymeric s t ruc ture • 
Et Et Et 
Et Et Et 
( I ) 
Thiophenol gives an intense colour with pal ladium(II) 
ion Pd(RS)2 i s bright vermil l ion but s i l v e r , gold, rhodium, 
iridium or platinjtum f a i l t o produce any colour with 
thiophenol . The halogen bridged dlmerlc complexes of 
pal ladium(II) and plat inum(II) are r ead i ly s p l i t by p - t o l i v i n e 
and other unidentate l lgands but the corresponding a lkyl 
1 R—il'Sb thlobridged complexes are not s p l i t by such llgands , _ , Cis 
and t r a n s isomers of the plat inum(II) complexes Pt(PPrg)-
(EtS)X gCX « CI, SEt)(where PPrg « n - t r l p ropy l phosphlna) 
( I I ) and ( I I I ) have been prepared. 
PP«P Et PPr? Pr^P Et X 
p t r ^ ^ p t p t ^ ^ ^ p t 
s-" ^ ^^ ^ s Et X - X - Et - PPr^ 
( I I ) ( I I I ) 
However, the pal laditua(II) analogue (X « Cl) of 
the plat lnum(II) complex could be I so la ted only in the c i s 
form-*"'^''^^. Another type of isomerism involving the bridging 
t h i o l , has been reported to occur in alkyl thiobridged 
plat inum(II) complexes containing two d i f fe ren t alkyl 








^ P t 
S ^ ' ^ ^ ^ s - - ^ H X X Et X 
(IV) (V) 
Hexanethlol forms a, cobalt ( I I I ) complex 
CoCCgS^gS)^ for which the polymeric s t ructure(VI) has been 
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where R « 
^6^ ^ 13 
Co 
Co 
Thioethers do not coordinate very strongly to 
metals apart from P t ( I I ) , P d ( I I ) , Rh(III) and Hg( I I ) , Sulphur 
has a much lower a f f in i ty for Pt(IV) than P t ( I I ) and var ious 
attempts t o prepare Pt(IV) complexes of t h loe the r s have been 
unsuccessful. The Pd(II) complexes having the general formula 
Pd(R2S)2Gl2> where R2S I s the t h i o e t h e r , can be read i ly 
formed but in the t«ns-form oni|^'"5^d(MepS)„Cl„ I s completely 
'2"'2^*2 
23 isomorphus with the trans-Pt(Me2S)gCl2 . With palladium 
chloride yellow monomerlc complexes of the type Pd(PhSR), 
(where R = alkyl and Ph = phenyl) are usual ly formed but 
when R =» t e r t i a r y butyl or t e r t i a r y amyl group, the red 
complexes of the general formula PhSR.aPdClg are formed . 
These complexes have been suggested t o have the tetramelric 
s t ructure(VII) and are the only known pal ladtum(II) complexes 
of t h i s type . 
Ph 
1 
R S CI CI CI CI 
^ P d ^ ^ d ^ P d P<=W 
CI CI CI CI S R 
f 
Ph (VII) 
Chlorobrldged P t ( I I ) compounds of general formula 
LgPtgCl^CL * RgS, R ~ alkyl) have been prepared. Rhodium(III) 
gives complexes of the type BhiSEt^)^^iZ « CI, Br, if^^ The 
26 Ir(IV) chloro complex (Ir(St2S)2Cl^) has also been reported • 
Alkyl t h ioe the r s form a t l e a s t th ree types of Hg(II) halogen 
complexes : (a) monomeric (R2S)^gX2 Cb) halogen-bridged 
dimeric (R2SHgX2)2(VIII) <c) complexes R2S.2HgX2 of uncer ta in 
s t ruc tures . l o w e v e r , th ioe ther complexes of T i ( I I I ) are 
unstable and l e s s well defined. The coordinating a b i l i t y of 
EtgS i s g rea te r than tha t of EtgO, since the dipole moment 
of Et2S(1.6aD) i s greater than tha t of E t ^ d . l S D ) while the 
polarlxabiXity of sulphur in EtgS i s much greater than 
tha t of oxygen in EtJ), 
RgS X X 
'Hg ^ Hg 
. / ^ ^ / ' ^ 
X X SRf 
(VIII) 
Cyclopentaaienyl complexes containing sulphur 
donor l igands C(GgHg)Pe(C0)SMe]2, L(CgHg)CoSMeJ2> 
[(CgH )Cr (MeS)J(Me«fflethyl group) e t c , have been prepared 7 
King and Bisnet te have recen t ly reported a new type of 
complex with a sulphur containing ligand coordinated through 
a C « S bond. The postulated s t ruc tu res of two of these 
complexes (IX and X) are shown below : 
C 
H-
g-^ 3 ^ C T S*"^ ^ I 
Oc .—1^0 CO OC —^Mh^— CO 
H 
' OC' C^O 
(IX) (X) 
Both these complexes may possibly be regarded as derivatives 
8 
of the unsaturated sulphonium ion HgC^S-CHg where the 
carboli-sulphur double bond i s rt-bonded to the t r a n s i t i o n 
metal l i k e a carbon-carbon double bond. Chelate l igands 
with two th ioe ther groups give complexes which are s imi lar 
to those formed by unidentate t h i o e t h e r s . Chelate l igands 
having a th ioe ther sulphur and another donor atom often 
coordinate inore strongly than d i t h i o e t h e r s . The coordinating 
a b i l i t y of some/3-aminothioethers, RS.CH ,CH .NHg has been 
invest igated by Douglas et a l • 
The chelat ing tendencies of some o<-mercapto 
acetamldes R.NH,CO.CHg.SH(R » aryl) have been examined by 
Martin^-^, I t has been shown tha t the che la tes of Zn(II) and 
Pb(II) with o-aminobenzen|thiol(XI) and 6-mercapto purine(XII) 
go 32 a 
are more s table than the corresponding oxygen che la tes '^i 
o-Aminobenzenethiol forms low-spin inner complexes with 
Co(II) and N i ( I I ) ^ ^ ' ^ , 8-Mercapto-quinoline(XIII) forms 
35—3V 
strong chela tes with c l a s s b metals . 
^^^^^X^SH 
(XI) (XII) (XIII) 
9 
38 40 Dimethylamino e thanethiol » (XIV) and d i e thy l 
39 
amino e thanethiol (yOJ) have been shown t o form coloured 
complexes with t r a n s i t i o n metal i ons . An analogous compound 
-mereapto-ethyl amlne(XVI) has been reported t o form 
41-44 
s tab le complex with a number of t r a n s i t i o n metal ions • 
(XIV) (XV) (XVI) 
* 
Complexes of neu t r a l and deprotonated guanyl 
45 thlourea(XVII) have been reported • The c r y s t a l s t ruc tu re 
46 
of dithlo-oxamide(XVIII) has been recent ly determined • 
This ligand forms insoluble complexes which are probably 
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Thlosemicarbazlde e x i s t s in tautomeric forms(XIX) 
and (XS) and can act as a n e u t r a l or a charged chela te group. 
I t s inner complexes of N i ( I I ) , Pd(II) and P t ( I I ) have been 
obtained by Jensen in two forms which are assumed t o be c l s - t r an j 
, 48 ,48a 
isomers . 
/ 2 / 2 
H N-C H N-G 
2 ^ 2 \ 
S SH 
(XIX) (XX) 
Four membered che la te r ings are formed by d i a l k y l 
dithioc9rbamates(XXI) and d i a lky l dithiophosphates(XXII), 
The i . r i spec t ra of dithio-carbamate complexes show t h a t 
49 there i s considerable double bond character in the C-N bond 
(XXIII). The i . r . spectrum of the P t ( I I ) complex of N,N«-
d ie thy l dithiocarbamate ind ica te s ingle bond-order in the 
— 1 60 C-S bond, while Pt-S s t re tch ing mode occurs at 375 cm , 
The M-S s t re tching frequencies of the N l ( I I ) , P d ( I I ) , Go(II) 
and Cr ( I I I ) chela tes of d i e thy l dithiophosphates occur in 
—1- 61 the range 308-368 cm *, 
11 
R S- R-0 S* R S" 
\ / \ / 
P ^5=C M 
o< V"^  yw /; \ / R« S R-O S R« S"^  
(XXI) (XXII) (XXIII) 
Several t<-dl th io ls form strong complexes with P e ( I I I ) , 
Sn ( I I ) , P b ( I I ) , As(III) and B i ( I I I ) as well as with t y p i c a l 
c lass b meta ls . The s t a b i l i t y of the complexes of Zn ( I I ) , 
Cd( I I ) , Hg(II) and Pb( l l ) with a number of •<-dlthlols have 
37 52 been compared » . Carbonyl compounds containing bridging 
p(-dlthiols viz. jKCOgFegdDT)] and [(CgHg)2M2<S2C2(CP3)2>2] 
(M«V, Cr, Mo) have been reported by K i n ^ who suggested 
structure(XXiy) for the monomerlc Co(III) complex (where TDT 
stands for t o l u e n e - 3 , 4 - d i t h l o l ) . 
(XXIV) 
12 
Thiourea acts aa a unldentate llgand forming 
strong complexes with c lass b metal Ions , In pa r t i cu l a r 
C u d ) , Ag(I), Au(I) and Hg( I I ) , Thiourea reduces Cu(II) 
t o CuCi), Au(III) to Au(I), Pt(IV) to P t ( I I ) and forms 
complexes with meta3sln lower oxidation s t a t e s . Infrared 
s tudies have shown tha t th iourea coordinates through sulphur 
54 55 
not only with c lass b metals , but also with Sn(IV) , 
Pb(II) and Te(II) . However, Infrared spec t ra l s tudies 
Indica te tha t the llgand I s coordinated through ni t rogen 
m TlCgu)2Cl|^(tu=»thlourea). The compound Nl(tu)2(NCS)2 I s 
octahedral and has a polymeric s t ruc ture In which the sulphur 
atom of each th iourea molecule I s bound t o two nickel atoms. 
The complex Cd(tu)2Clg I s t e t r ahed ra l but Pb(tu)2Cl2 has a 
polymeric s t ruc ture In which the lead atom I s seven-
coordinate . Complexes of N,N•-substi tuted thioureas(XXV) 
(R=*alkyl or a ry l , R*=*alkyl, aryl or H atom) have been 
extensively studied. Ethylene thlourea(etu;XX7I) r eac t s 
with Cu(I) and Ag(I) giving complexes which contain upto 
four molecules of l lgand. However,Its Au(I) complexes are 
59 formed having only one or two llgand molecules . Complexes 
of ethylene th iourea with P e ( I I ) , Co(II) and Ni ( I I ) have 
also been Investigated ' • Cu(X) and Ag(I) complexes with 
other subst i tu ted thioureas are known, but t h e i r s t ruc tu res 
62 
are often complex • 
13 
S H 
R . I! ^ R H^-C-N 
H 
R« ^ R * Hg-C-N 
(XXV) (XXVI) 
W,N«-Biethyl th iourea , N,N»-dlphenyl th iourea and N,N-
diphenylthlourea behave as bldentate chelating agents, 
being bonded through both the nitrogen atoms In the complexes 
2T1C1^,L(L=»substituted thlourea)^^. S-Acetyl thiourea(Satu) 
forms only a 1:1 complex Cu(Satu)Cl with Cu(I)®^. 
Thlazoles and Imlbdazoles are of much interest 
64 
palhly because of their Importance in biological systems • 
Some of them have been shown to be antlpara^tlc in solution. 
Further, their complexes with metals like tin and mercury 
have recently been found to act as fungicides and 
Insecticides ' • Infrared studies on thlazole and 
Imidazole complexes of transition metal ions have estab-
lished that the bonding of llgand to metal In these complexes 
occurs through the nitrogen atom. In a few Instances, however, 
67—70 
thlazoles have also been shown to act as bridging llgands . 
As Imldazolethlol and thlazole derivatives have more than 
one donor s i t e s , they present the possibi l i ty of formation 
of several Interesting compouhds. In view of the Importance 
14 
of the thiazole group In biological systems, recently 
7X 67 
complexes of th iazo le and 2-m0thyl benzothlazole have 
70 been studied and i t has bean suggested tha t the ligand ' 
i s N-bonded, but there BTO some examples where the ligand 
i s probably acting as a bridging ligand with coordination 
through both nitrogen and sulphur atoms. 
Heterocyclic compounds containing sulphur and 
nitrogen have been used mainly in the preparat ion of bio-
72 73 log ica l ly act ive complexes ' • Thiazoles and imidazolethiol 
in addition t o acting as fungicides have in some cases 
been used as antioxidant and heat r e s i s t a n t mater ia ls " • 
Bismuthiol I complex of t r i b u y l t i n chlor ide has been used 
as corrosion inh ib i to r and in painting ships to prevent 
damage from marine organisms • In a few cases these 
heterocycl ic compounds have been used in detec t ion and 
Iden t i f i ca t ion of metals'^'^''^^, by v i r t ue of t h e i r specif ic 
in teract ion* More recent ly^the coordination compounds of 
th iazo les and imidazoles with t r a n s i t i o n metal ions have 
been synthesized. Their coordination behaviour and s t ruc ture 
67 70 
have been studied on the bas i s of infrared spec t ra l da ta » • 
A very large number of papers on t r a n s i t i o n metal complexes 
with sulphur containing l igands have recen t ly appeared in 
79-87 t h e chemical l i t e r a t u r e • 
IS 
In view of the foregoing discussion and the growing 
Importance of sulphur compounds in medicine, biology and 
Industry i t was considered worthwhile to prepare and study 
new complexes of a few important sulphur containing ligands; 
v iz . , 
1 2,5-dlmercapto->l,3)4-thladiazole (Bismuthiol I ) , 
* 2 2-aminothtazole, — 
3 2-amlno-6-ethoxybenzothia^ole, 
each of which are described in separate chapters* 




Several physico-chemical methods are now a days 
available for s t ruc ture e lucidat ion of coordination compounds* 
The techniques most commonly avai lable and^used for the 
inves t iga t ion of the s t ruc tu res of the compounds described 
in the present work are as follows t 
1 Infrared spectra 
2 Magnetic susceptibility 
3 Electronic spectra 
While information about these techniques i s found 
in most modern text-books and in several books exclusively 
on these subjec ts , a br ief descr ip t ion of these methods 
seems appropriate* 
Infrared Spectra i 
The infrared region of electromagnetic spectrum 
covers a wide range of wave lengths . The range 12600-4000 ^ 
cm" i s the near i . r * region, 4000-650 cm" i s medium Ij?. 
region and the region extending from 650-100 cm' i s known 
as the far i . r , region. The infrared frequencies are determined 
17 
by the I n t e rna l v ibra tory motions of the molecule while the 
i n t e n s i t i e s are re la ted t o i t s e l e c t r i c a l proper t ies* 
For a non-l inear molecule of n atoms possessing 
3n degrees of freedom the fundamental modes of v ib ra t iona l 
motion wi l l be 3n-6, Sometimes the observed v ib ra t iona l 
modes are l e s s than the t h e o r e t i c a l l y expected number. 
Since the absorption of electromagnetic r ad ia t ion in the 
i . r . region i s possible only when there i s a change in the 
dipole moment of the molecule, during the normal v ib ra t i ons , 
i f there i s no such change, i t w i l l be ' Infrared inac t ive* . 
The occurrence or non-occurrence of an infrared band i s 
governed by some *Selection Rules ' which s t a t e s 
1 In order for molecules t o absorb infrared 
radia t ion as v ib ra t iona l exc i t a t ion energy 
there must be a change in the dipole moment 
of the molecule as i t v i b r a t e s , 
2 In absorption of rad ia t ion only t r a n s i t i o n s 
for which change in the v ib ra t iona l energy 
leve l i . e . c^v i s + 1, can occur. 
In view of the r e s t r i c t i o n due t o dipole moment, 
infrared spectrum of a molecule i s not i t s complete 
•f ingerprint* and *Raman Spectroscopy* i s used for the 
purpose. I t i s a complementary technique t o i . r , spectroscopy 
and deals with the v ibra t ions which may not be •infrared ac t ive* . 
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In the Raman affect the light scattered by the molecule 
contains frequencies other than that of the incident 
monochromatic light and differences between these frequencies 
and the frequency of the incident light correspond to normal 
vibrations. 
While the complete normal coordinate analysis of 
a given molecule is necessary for prediction of all the 
bands in its i.r, spectrum, it is at times enough to consider 
the frequencies of certain group of atoms called 'group 
frequencies*. These frequencies are characteristic of 
groups, no matter in what molecule they occur. The absence 
of any band in the appropriate region is a good indication 
of the absence of that particular grouping from the molecule. 
In this work, only those frequencies which are pertinent 
to the discussion of the newly synthesized complexes will 
be discussed. 
S-H Stretching : 
The absorption due to SH stretching vibration 
has been found to be in the region of 2600 to 2400 cm" . 
Although it is a well defined bond, the SH peak is rather 
weak. The i.r. spectrum of mereapto compounds has been 
very helpful in deciding about the presence or the absence 
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of the mercepto group. Studies in the th io- region have 
* 
been used, for example, to determine -whether ce r t a in 
t h i o l s of qulnoline exis t in the mercaptan or the t h i o -
88 ketoform , whil#st the absence of any SH absorption in 
the spectrum of mereapto benzothiazole i s one of the 
strongest pieces of evidence for the existence of t h i s 
substance as a thioketone under normal condi t ions . 
C-S Stretching s 
The C-S s t re tching frequency general ly appears as 
a band of weak or moderate i n t ens i t y in the range 720-670 
—T 89 90 
cm » • In the Raman spec t ra t h i s band i s very s t rong. 
There appears t o be a progressive decrease in the frequency 
in the order i Primary, Secondary and Tert iai 'y C-S • In 
aromatic der iva t ives the C-S frequency i s found towards 
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the top of this range and some difficulty is experienced 
in recognizing the G-S frequency due to the presence of the 
intense CH out-of-plane deformation band in this region. 
In phenyl sulphonyl halides the C-S vibration is found 
— 1 9 2 
between 715 and 706 cm . In organic thiocyanates i t 
—1 93 
appears in the region 740-680 cm . I n t h i o k e t a l s , 
b r o ^ bands with several maxima are found probably due t o 
94 
v ib ra t iona l coupling . 
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C«S s t re tch ing : 
Frequencies ranging from 1570 t o 850 cm" have been 
a t t r ibuted to the 0=S s t re tch ing mode in the l i t e r a t u r e 
but there seems to be no adequate cor re la t ion of the l i t e r a -
95 96 t u r e da t a ' • A careful examination of the da t a reveals 
tha t the assignments of very high or low frequencies ere 
always made in the ni t rogen containing thiocarbonyl compounds* 
fhe G=S s t re tching frequency in thiofenchone i s found at 
around 1180 cm" • There has been great indef in i teness with 
regard to the C=aS s t re tching frequency in ni t rogen contain-
ing compounds* The assignment in these compounds va r i es In 
t he wide range of 850-1570 cm"'''. Many of the e a r l i e r 
assignments of the G=S frequencies in compounds such as 
97 98 99 
thioamides , dlthiooxamides , th lad iazo le e t c . , appear 
t o be p a r t i a l in the sense tha t these might have had soma 
contr ibut ion from C=S s t r e t ch ing , 
Mecke et a l assigned C=S s t re tch ing frequency 
in the region 1060-1200 cm" in some cycl ic thioamides. As 
101 
a r e s u l t of the cor re la t ion of Rao and Venkataraghavan 
i t i s possible t o assign the range 1026-1225 cm" t o the 
G=S s t re tching vibrat ion in simple de r iva t ives where there 
are no appreciable coupling e f f ec t s . 
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H»N Stretching : 
Important information regarding the coordination 
of l igands containing two adjacent n i t rogen i s obtained 
from the shif t in N-N s t re tch ing v ibra t ions appearing in 
the form of medium i n t e n s i t y band in the region 1100-1000 
cm"^. In the case of nitroamines absorptions corresponding 
t o the N-N-. s t re tching have been iden t i f i ed to occur near 
••1 102 1050 cm "^  -^  • The presence of t h i s absorption has also been 
103 104 
confirmed by Haszeldine on some compounds ' • 
N-H Stretching j 
The N-H s t re tching v ibra t ions occur in the region 
3500-3300 cm in d i l u t e solut ions . The N-H s t re tch ing 
band sh i f t s t o lower values in the sol id s t a t e due t o 
extensive hydrogen bonding. Primary amines in d i l u t e 
solut ion in non-polar solvent give two absorption bands 
in the above mentioned region. The f i r s t of band a r i s ing 
from the symmetric s t r e t ch i s usually found near 3600 cm" 
and the second which a r i s e s from the corresponding asymmetri-
c a l mode i s found near 8400 cm" • These bands are usual ly 
125-160 cm" a$>art. Secondary amines show only a s ingle 
N-H s t re tching absorption in d i l u t e so lu t ion . The N-H band 
i n pyrroles occurs at 3496 cm" and the frequency 
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range for substituted pyrwles has been found to be 
3435-3400 cm*^. 
N-H Deformation : 
For the deformation frequencies of the MHg group 
in primary amines four c h a r a c t e r i s t i c peaks should appear. 
But the only de f in i t e assignment has been done in the case 
of scissor ing v ibra t ions generally observed in the region 
1660-1590 cm* , The lower frequency deformation v ibra-
t i o n s of the NHg group have not been invest igated in d e t a i l . 
The NHg twis t ing , wagging and to r s iona l v ibra t ions in 
methylamine have, however, been assigned t o 1455, 780 and 
264 cm" respect ive ly , 
C-H Stretching : 
These frequencies are usual ly observed between 
3100-3000 cm • Some aromatic compounds give r i s e to 
three bands near 3038 cm' , The spectra of several mono-
subst i tuted benzenes show a band around 2934 cm' and two 
t o f ive bands in the region 3100-3000 cm" , only one of 
which was assigned as a combination band. Pyridine shows 
C-H absorptions in the range 3070-3020 cm""^  which appear 
108 
as a se r i e s of multiple absorptions under high reso lu t ion • 
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C-H In-plane and out-of-plane Deformation { 
A number of c h a r a c t e r i s t i c absorption bands In 
the region 1250-1000 cm" are exhibited by most of the 
heterocycl ic compounds, and are a t t r ibu ted to C-H in-plane 
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deformation bands • Bands appearing in the region 
900-700 cm" have been a t t r ibu ted to the C-H out-of-plane 
deformation v ib ra t ions , and the pos i t ion of these bands 
depend on the number of free hydrogen atoms adjacent t o 
one another^^^ 
C=C and C=N s t re tching : 
These frequencies occur at from 1700-1576 cm" . 
In conjugated systems where both C=C and G=H linkages are 
present , i den t i f i ca t ion of the 0==® absorption band i s 
rendered d i f f i c u l t due t o i t s i n t e r ac t ion with the C=C 
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v ibra t ion , Thus speci f ic assignment of the C=N frequency 
has not been possible in heterocycl ic compound such as the 
tetra25oles, benzothiazoles and t h i a z o l e s . The absorption 
bands in the region 1650-1500 cm * in such compounds can be 
associated with the e n t i r e ring skeleton. Pyr idine , however, 
shows a C=»N absorption band at 1680 cm"'^, Imines (>C=*NH) 
usual ly yield a moderate t o strong absorption between 
1690 and 1630 cm"-^. 
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G-N Stretching : 
The C-N s t re tching absorption gives r i s e t o strong 
bands in the region 1350-1250 cm""'- in a l l the amines^'''^. 
In aromatic primary amines there i s one band in the region 
1340-1250 cm" but in secondary amines two bands have been 
observed in the region 1350-1280 cm"*"'' and 1280-1230 cm""'', 
M-S Stretching : 
The metal-sulphur s t re tching frequency i s of 
p a r t i c u l a r i n t e r e s t as i t gives a d i rec t evidence for 
coordination through the sulphur atom. I t appears in the 
low frequency region. Generally t h i s band occurs in the 
region 300-380 cm""^  ^^, 
M-X Stretching : 
The metal-halogen s t re tching v ibra t ions general ly 
occur in the fa r i . r . region (150-400 cm""^ ) and are a good 
piece of evidence in support of the coordination of the 
halogens t o the metal, 
M-H Stretching : 
The M-N .stretching frequency i s of p a r t i c u l a r 
in t e res t since i t provides d i rec t information regarding the 
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coordinate bond. I t g^pears In the fa r infrared region and 
could be anywhere from 700«150 cm""'"* The M-N frequency 
depends on the following fsxstors i 
1 Mass of the metal and ligand 
2 Oxidation number of metal ion 
3 Coordination number of metal ion 
4 Geometry of the complexes 
5 Basic i ty of the ligand 
6 Bridging or non-bridging anions 
7 Ligand-field s t a b i l i z a t i o n energy 
Magnetic Suscept ib i l i ty : 
The most rewarding applicat ion of magnetochemistry 
has been the one which dea ls with coordination compounds. 
This i s because the more important aspects of magnet ochemistry 
are concerned with the ef fec ts ar is ing from the incomplete 
she l l s of e l ec t rons , i so la ted from each other and these 
conditions are f u l f i l l e d by complex compounds of the t r a n s i -
t i o n elements. There are several kinds of magnetism in 
substances v i z , , paramagnetisin, diamagnetism, ferromagnetism 
or anti-ferromagnetism. The magnetic e f fec t s ar is ing from 
the spin angular momentum and o r b i t a l angular momentum 
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of the unpaired e lect rons give r i s e to peramagnetism. Most 
of the compounds of the t r a n s i t i o n elements are paramagnetic, 
Diamagnetism i s a t t r i bu t ab l e to the In te rac t ion of closed-
she l l e lec t rons with sa applied magnetic f i e l d , Ferromagnetism 
or anti-ferromagnetism a r i ses as a r e su l t of i n t e r ac t i on 
between dipoles of neighbouring atoms. 
The possession of the spin and o r b i t a l angular 
momentum tu rns an atomic system in to a micromagnetic dipole 
with a moment t 
jia*(L+2S)^b 
where L and S stand for total angular momentum and total 
spin angular momentum (in units of h/2n) respectively and 
pb is Bohr Magneton. 
For the case when spin orbit coupling can be 
essentially neglected, that is, the multiplet splitting of 
the ground term is small compared with KT(A«K!r where X 
is spin orbit coupling constant), the effective magnetic 
(P^Qff) is given by 
;aQjf=[L(L+l)+4S(Sfl)]^2 B,M. 
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In another extreme case whereX»KT and the m u l t i p l i c i t y 
s p l i t t i n g i s so great t ha t v i r t u a l l y a l l ions are in the 
ground component of the mul t ip le t for the usual temperature 
of measurement s 
;aeff«g[JCJ+l)) ^ ^ B.M* 
where g i s Lande factor and i s given by the expression s 
e » 1 .J(J-H)+S(g<-l)-I«(I^l) 
^ 2J(J+1) 
Here J ,S and L are t o t a l angular momentum, t o t a l spin 
angular momentum and the t o t a l o r b i t a l angular momentum. 
While t h i s expression descr ibes the value of Aig^f for the 
complexes of r a r e - e a r t h s , the equation often applied for 
the complexes of f i r s t s e r i e s of t r a n s i t i o n metal i s s 
;ag^-=[L(]>H)+4S(S+l)J^2 ^^^^ 
04. 2+ 
It is however, only valid for complexes of Co and Ni'' 
and generally pure-spin formula given below is used ; 
fXQff^l^Si&'l)}-^^ B.M. 
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I . e . the o rb i t a l angular momentum cont r ibut ion I s neglected, 
While spin-magnetic moment I s in sens i t ive t o environment of 
metal ions , the o rb i t a l magnetic moment i s no t . In order 
for an e lectron to have an o r b i t a l angular momentum and 
thereby an o r b i t a l t o transform the o r b i t a l in to a fu l ly -
equivalent o r b i t a l by ro t a t i on about tha t ax i s . 
Electrons in dr s t a t e s can not cont r ibute to the 
o r b i t a l moment because the d 2 2 and d 2 o r b i t a l can not 
X - y z 
be transformed into one another by a ro ta t ion about any 
ax i s . However, a l l de s t a t e s excepting de and the de 
contr ibute t o the o r b i t a l moment. 
No o rb i t a l contr ibut ions are expected for 
octahedral high-spin complexes of configurat ions 
d^(d£^), d^(de^dv), d^(d&^ dv2), d^Cde® d>r2), d^Cde^ dv^) 
while for d^^Cde), d^(d&^), d^Cde'*, dv^) and d'^Cde^ d^^) 
a non-zerb o r b i t a l moinent contr ibut ion i s poss ib le . For 
low-spin complexes of octahedral symmetry an o r b i t a l moment 
4 4 5 5 
contr ibut ion i s seen for d (de ) and d (de ) and none for 
d^(de^) and d'^(d£^ dv ) . 
In t e t r ahedra l complexes due to term inversion 
I t follows that where one does not expect o r b i t a l moment 
contr ibut ion in 0^ ^ symmetry one expects i t in T^ symmetry. 
For high-spin t e t r ahed ra l complexes no o r b i t a l moment 
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contribution Is therefore expected for d^"'", d'*'^, d*^ d&^, 
dv^ de^, dv^ de'^  while for dv^ de-, dr^ ds^, dv^ d^ '*, 
4 5 
dv^ de no o r b i t a l moment I s expected. Low-spin tetrahedraL 
complexes for cen t ra l Ion of f i r s t t r a n s i t i o n se r i e s sire 
not general ly known. 
An o r b i t a l moment contr ibut ion i s expected for 
t e t r ahed ra l and octahedral complexes when the ground s t a t e 
i s s p l i t . However, the term s p l i t t i n g in to a three-fold 
o r b i t a l l y degenerate s t a t e T wi l l cont r ibute but tha t 
s p l i t t i n g , in to a two-fold o r b i t a l l y degenerate s t a t e E 
wi l l not contr ibute as i t i s non-magnetic. The one-fold 
o rb i t a l l y degenerate s t a t e A should give no o r b i t a l moment 
con t r ibu t ion . 
Even when no s p l i t t i n g of the ground s t a t e 
appears in cases having no o r b i t a l moment cont r ibut ion , an 
in t e rac t ion with the higher s t a t e s can appear, due to 
spin-orbi t coupling, giving an o r b i t a l moment cont r ibu t ion . 
Hence in the f i r s t half of the t r a n s i t i o n metal se r i e s for 
the complexes, a decrease of the moment compared with the 
pure spin moment i s expected, but in the second half of 
the se r i e s an Increase should be seen. I t has been found 
tha t for octahedral complexes there i s appreciable o r b i t a l 
moment contr ibut ion and for te1?rahedral complexes i t i s 
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comparatively l e s s e r . 
P rac t i ca l ly the magnetic moment value of an 
unknown complex i s obtained from the measured magnetic 
su scep t ib i l i t y which i s defined as fol lows. If a magnetic 
f i e ld i s applied to a substance, then the f lux B within 
the substance i s given by a formula s 
B=H+4ttI 
where H i s the magnitude of the applied f ie ld and I i s 
known as the in t ens i ty of magnetization. The magnetic 
permeabili ty i s B/H and i s given by B/B. = 1 + 4 n (l/R) = 
1 + 4 n K, K i s cal led the velume s u s c e p t i b i l i t y . 
Conventionally instead of volume s u s c e p t i b i l i t y , gram 
suscep t ib i l i t y (Xa^ i s used where magnetic s u s c e p t i b i l i t y 
i s considered on weight basis.Jt^ when mult ipl ied by the 
molecular weight of the complex and corrected for d la -
magnetic values glvefi r i s e t o X^^i* The ^Qfj- value i s calcu-
lated from •theXniQi ^y ^^^ expression : 
» ' e « = 2 . 8 4 [ I ; „ „ l X T ] V 2 B , M . 
T i s the absolute temperature at which the experiment i s 
performed• 
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Magnetic s u s c e p t i b i l i t y may or may not -be dependent 
on temperature. A r e l a t i onsh ip for the paramagnetic suscepti-
b i l i t y and temperature i s given by Curies law * Xmol * ^^ 
where C and T are Curie constant and absolute temperature. 
Magnetic moment should not depend on temperature for the 
complexes where t h i s law i s va l id . In general , however, 
deviat ions BVQ found and JUg^^  values depend on temperature. 
Within a ce r t a in temperature range ( ^ - 4 0 K) the dependence 
of ^ Q T upon T i s represented by : 
JJQT SS ^ (© « Curie - Weiss constant) 
X ^ \g 
Ul t ra -v io le t and Visible ( l igand- f i e ld ) Spectra : 
The t r a n s i t i o n metal complexes usual ly absorb 
l igh t somewhere in the spec t ra l region between 200-2000 nm. 
The t r a n s i t i o n s responsible for these absorptions correspond 
t o the exci ta t ion of e lec t rons of molecules from ground 
s t a t e to higher e lec t ronic s t a t e s . While u l t r a - v i o l e t and 
v i s ib l e spectra of organic molecules have been extensively 
studied, the application of ligand f i e ld spect ra t o 
coordination chemistry has coine in to fashion r e l a t i v e l y 
recen t ly . In a t r a n s i t i o n metal a l l the f ive M o rb i t a l s* 
vi2s., d^y , dy2 , d^2 » ^z^ ^^ '^x^-y2 ®^® degenerate. 
However, in coordination compounds due to the presence 
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of l igand, t h i s degenerejcy I s l i f t ed and d orbitaZs s p l i t 
i n to two groups, cal led *2g^^xy> ^yz ^ ^ ^xz^ ®^^  
^'A^^^ ^ ^ 1^^ 2 2 ) . In an octahedral complex the set of g ^ X —y 
t g o r b i t a l s goes below and the set of e o r b i t a l s goes 
above the or ig ina l l eve l of the degenerate orbi t a l s . In 
the case of the te t ra l iedra l complexes the pos i t ion of the 
tgg and a o rb i t a l i s reversed. 
When a molecule absorbs energy equal in magnitude 
t o hi>(where h i s the Planck 's Constant and i>ls the 
frequency of radia t ion) which i s suff ic ient t o cause e lec t ro-
nic t r a n s i t i o n s , the e lec t rons are excited from the ground 
t o the excited s t a t e . In order to In te rp re t the spect ra of 
t r a n s i t i o n metal complexes, the device of energy level 
diagram based upon 'Russel l Saunders scheme' must be 
introduced. This has the effect of s p l i t t i n g the highly 
degenerate configurations in to groups of l eve l s having lower 
degeneracies known as 'Term Symbols', 
The o rb i t a l angular momentum of e lec t rons In a 
f i l l e d she l l vec to r i a l ly adds upto zero. The t o t a l o r b i t a l 
angular momentum of an incomplete d she l l e lec t rons i s 
obtained by adding L values of the individual e l ec t rons ; 
which are t rea ted as a vector with the component ml in the 
d i rec t ion of the applied f i e l d . Thus, 
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L =»|mli « = 0 . 1 2 3 4 - 5 6 
S P D F G H I 
The t o t a l spin angular momentum S = , SI where Si I s 
the value of spin angular momentum of the Individual 
e l ec t rons . S has a degeneracy r equal t o 2S + 1, which i s 
also known as *spin m u l t i p l i c i t y • , Thus a term i s f i n a l l y 
denoted as " L". For example, if S = 1 and L - 1 the term 
w i l l be P and s imilar ly if S = 1-^ l/:i and L =« 3 the term 
w i l l be % . 
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In general the terms ar is ing from a d configurat ion 
are as follows t 
d^d^ % , ^P, ^G, ^D, •'•S 
d^d^ ^Ff ^?, % , % , % , ^D(2), % 
d^d^ ^D, % , ^G, 2 F ( 2 ) , ^ D , 2p(2) , ^ I , ^G(2), ^F, ^D(2),^S(2) 
d^ ^S , "^ G, % , ^D, ^ P , ^ I , % , 2 G ( 2 ) , % ( 2 ) , ^D(3), ^F,^S. 
Coupling of L and S also occurs, because both L 
and S i f non-zero, generate magnetic f i e l d s and thus tend 
t o orient t h e i r moments with respect t o each o ther , in the 
d i r ec t ion where t h e i r in teract ion-energy i s l e a s t . This 
coupling i s known as "LS coupling" and gives r i s e t o the 
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resultant angular momentum denoted by the quantum number 
J which may have quantized positive values from I L • S I upto 
U - St e.g. in cases of ^P (L » 1, S « l) and ''"F (L «= 3, S « li) 
possible values of J representing states^ arising from term 
splitting are 2,1 and 0 and 4i, 3% j 2i and I T respectively. 
Each state specified by J is 2J + 1 fold degenerate. The 
total number of states obtained from a term is called the 
multiplet and each value of J associate with a given value 
of L is called a component. Spectral transition due to 
spin orbit coupling in atom or ion occur between the compo-
nents of two different multiplets. While L3 coupling scheme 
is used for the elements having atomic number less than 30, 
in whose case spin orbital interactions are relatively 
small, another scheme called "jj coupling scheme" is used 
when spin orbital interaction are large and electron 
repulsion parameters decrease. The spin angular moment*um 
of an irtdividual eledtron couples with its orbital momentum 
to give an individual j for that electron* The individual 
0.*s couple to produce a resultant jJ for the atom. The 
electronic transition taking place in an atom or ion are 
governed by certain "Selection Rules", which are as follows J 
1 Transition between states of different multi-
plicity are forbidden. 
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2 Transi t ion involving the exc i t a t ion of more 
than one e lec t ron ore forbidden, 
3 In a molecule, which has a cent re of symmetry, 
t r a n s i t i o n between two gerade or two ungerede 
s t a t e s are forbidden. 
4 The ground term of a d system i s the one which 
has the highest spin mu l t i p l i c i t y and the highest L va lue . 
All the terms of a given system fur ther s p l i t in the 
presence of a ligand f i e l d . In t e r - e l ec t ron ic repuls ions 
within a configuration give the energies of the terms above 
the ground term. The energies are function of two parameters 
re la ted to the e lectron repuls ion. The two parameter may be 
chosen in e i the r the way of Condon and Shortley (Fg and F^) 
or in tha t of Racah (B and C) for d o r b i t a l e l ec t rons . For 
the f i r s t t r a n s i t i o n s e r i e s ions the value of C/B i s around 
4.0 and B i s about 1000 cm "} I t i s poss ible t o examine 
the ef fec ts of c r y s t a l f i e ld on a polyelectron configurat ion. 
The l igand-f ie ld s p l i t t i n g due t o cubic- f ie ld can be obtained 
by considerat ions of group theory. I t has been shown tha t 
an S s t a t e remains unchanged, P s t a t e does not s p l i t , a 
D s t a t e s p l i t in to two and P s t a t e in to th ree and a G s t a t e 
in to four s t a t e s as tabulated below. This holds for an 
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In weak crystal f ields the Interelectronic 
repulsions are larger. The crystal field may however, be 
of comparable magnitude (medium strength) or i t may be 
larger than the inter-electronic repulsion. 
Coorelation diagram for free ion (weak-field) 
strong-field configuration from d - d for both octahedral 
and tetrahedral cases are available. In addition to the 
qualitative aspects of t ransi t ion from weak to strong 
crystal-f ields i t i s also necessary to have quantitative 
resul ts available for the interpretation of spectra. The 
so-called Tanabe Sugano diagrams make i t possible. In these 
diagrams, the energies of the levels of a d*^  system as E/B 
are plotted as the ver t ica l coordinate and the crys ta l -
field strength in the form of D /^B as the horizontal 
coordinate. This diagram requires two parameters B and G 
for the inter-electronic repulsions. It can be drawn only 
if the ra t io Q/B i s specified. 
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Transition from the ground state to the excited 
state occur according to selection rules described ea r l i e r . 
The energy-level order of the states arising from the 
spl i t t ing of a term state for a part icular ion in an 
octahedral field i s the reverse of that for th i s ion in a 
tetrahedral f ie ld . 
Sometimes due to transfer of charge from ligand 
to metal or metal to ligand, bands appear in the u l t r a -
violet region of the spectrum. Such spectra are known as 
"Charge Transfer Spectra". For metal complexes there are 
often poss ib i l i t ies that charge transfer spectra extend 
into the visible region to obscure d - d t rans i t ion . 
However, these should be clearly discerned from the ligand 
band which might also occur in the same region. 
C H A P T E R I I I 
COMPLEXES OP BISMDTHIOL'. I 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Thladiazole i s a five membered heterocyclic ring 
system having one sulphur and two nitrogen atoms. Depending 
on the position of the nitrogen atoms in the ring with 
reference to the sulphur atom numbered I ; there are three 
different thiadiazoles mentioned below : 
1 1,2,3-thiadiazole (I) 
2 1,2,4-thiaaiazole ( I I ) 
3 1,3,4-thiadiazole ( I I I ) 
N - CH HC N N- N 
II II if 11 II If 
N GH N CH HC CH 
\ / \ / \ ^ 
(I) ( I I ) ( I I I ) 
2,6-liimercapto-l,3,4-thiadiazole i s thus a derivative of 
I I I in which the hydrogen atoms attached to the carbon atoms 
2 and 5 are substituted by mercapto (-SH) groups. This 
compound i s since long known to be a specific analytical 
reagent for bismuth"^ "''^ "*"''^ ^ and i s also called blsmuthiol I . 
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I t i s also used in the analysis of several other metals • 
Bismuthiol I e x i s t s in the form of a yellow powder 
having a melting point of 163°C, I t was synthesized by 
Losanitch"'-^ in 1922 and by Bambas-^^^ in 1952. Badisch-^^-** 
in 1956 prepared I t by the i n t e r ac t ion of carbon disulphide 
with hydrazine in the presence of sodium hydroxide. I t i s 
f a i r l y soluble in hot alcohol and insoluble in water. 
« There seams to be no report of any s t r u c t u r a l study 
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on bismuthiol I and Bambas had suggested the t h i o l s t r u c t -
ure for t h i s compound on the basis of i t s chemical r e ac t i ons . 
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In the year 1960 Thorn suggested on the bas is of u l t r a -
v io le t s tudies that bismuthiol I could exis t in th ree t a u t o -
meric forms (IV-VI) given below s 
N N HN NH N NH 
n II . I ! II I 
HS-C ,C-SH S=«C C5=S SH-C G=S 
(IV) (V) (VI) 
He suggested that while in CHCl the dithiol structure 
predominates, in alcohol it is mainly in the dithione form* 
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¥e have recent ly confirmed the thione s t ruc ture for the 
solid from infrared spec t ra l s tud ies . 
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Blsmuthld. I has since long been known to i n t e r ac t 
with various metals and complex formation with Cu( I I ) , Co( I I ) , 
Nl ( I I ) and Zn(II) has been noted • i^perometric t i t r a t i o n s 
of copper and palladium and spectrophotometric determination 
of palladium with t h i s ligand have been made"'"'^ '^^ -^^ .^ I t i s 
used in potenti©metric t i t r a t i o n s and s o l u b i l i t y determination 
of s i l ve r s a l t s • However, except for the complexes of 
bismuthlol I with rhodium, osmium and te l lu r ium * , no 
attempt seems to have been made e i the r t o determine the 
s t ruc ture or in some cases even the composition of the complexes 
formed, Spectrophotometric s tudies showed tha t the composition 
of the osmium complex was HgOsOCCgN Sg)^ and tha t of rhodium 
was H3Rh(C^2S3)3 and HRh(C^2Sg)2 In 3 N and N-HCl, respect ive ly 
Bismuthioll f inds several I n d u s t r i a l app l ica t ions . 
137 I t s zinc compound i s used as an antioxidant fori motor o i l • 
The t r l b u t y l t i n chloride compound of bismuthlol I i s used 
as a pro tec t ive agent against the a t tack of marine organisms 
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on the bottom of the ships • The n ickel compound i s used as 
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ca t a ly t i c agent in the manufacture of acry l ic acid , i t s 
Co( I I ) , Cu(II) and Zn(II) compounds have been used as 
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bac te r ic ides , I t I s also used in the manufacture of 
1 3 9 3.40 
t e t r acyc l ine '"^ which i s low in ch lo ro t e t r acyc l lne . 
The physiology, biochemistry and cytopathology of the cornea 
4 1 
in r e l a t i on to the injury by mustard gas and a l l i ed toxic 
agents has been examined. In t h i s connection the effect of 
bismuthiol I on the r abb i t s was also examined but i t was 
found to be very toxic due to i t s S-H groups"^ •'•• I t has been 
tes ted for decontamination of l ewis i t e on human skin but i t 
14P 
was found t o be unsat is fac tory • I t has also been used to 
form mercury de r iva t ives which are intermediates in the menu-
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facture of pharmaceuticals and in sec t i c ides . The d l s u l -
phide of dl'mercapto th iad iazo le r e s t r a i n s the d iges t ion 
of photographic emulsion and has a d i s t i n c t antifogging 
e f f ec t^ ' ^ . 
In view of the b io logica l and i n d u s t r i a l importance 
of the compounds of the bismuthiol I , i t was of i n t e r e s t to 
undertake the preparat ion of i t s complexes and t o systema-
t i c a l l y inves t iga te t h e i r s t ruc ture with a view to under-
standing and co l lec t ing evidence for u l t imate ly cor re la t ing 
the same to t h e i r various a c t i v i t i e s . 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
Chemical Analysis s 
The elemental analysis for carbon, hydrogen and 
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nitrogen were done in the micro-analytic s i laboratory of 
t h i s department, at the Indian I n s t i t u t e of Technology, 
Kanpur, and at the micro-analyt ic el services d iv i s ion , 
G.S.I .R.O., Melbourne, Aust ra l ia . The anions and sulphur 
were estimated gravimetric a l ly by standard methods*^**^. Zinc, 
cadmium, s i l v e r , thal l ium and platinum group metals were 
146 determined gravimetric a l ly , and the r e s t of the metals 
were estimated by complaxometric t i t r a t i o n method with 
ethylenediaminetetraacet ic acid (E.D.T.A.)"^^'^'-^'*^, For t h i s 
t i t r a t i o n , i t was necessary to decompose the complexes with 
a mixture of n i t r i c , perchlor ic and sulphuric acid. 
Infrared Spectra : 
The infrared spect ra were recorded in the range 
4000-650 cm" in KBr d iscs on a Perkin-Elmer grating spectro-
photometer model 621 6nd model 137 at the Indian I n s t i t u t e 
of Technology, Kanpur, on a infracord spectrophotometer at 
the Central Drug Research I n s t i t u t e , Lucknow and on a Hilger 
& Watts spectrophotometer (H 800,306) at the Indian I n s t i t u t e 
of Technology, Delhi . The far Infraxed spec t ra were also 
recorded in the range 650-250 cm""^  in nujol mull on a Perkin-
El^mer grat ing spectrophotometer model 621 . 
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Electronic Spectra s 
The diffuse ref lectance spectra were recorded In 
the range 230-1000 nm on a. Csr l -Zeiss VSU-2P spectrophoto-
meter at the chemistry department, Guru Nanak Univers i ty , 
Amrltsar, India* 
Magnetic Suscep t ib i l i ty t 
These measurements were carr ied out by two methods : 
1 Gouy Method (In the chemistry department 
at Roorkee Univers i ty , Roorkee.) 
2 Faraday Method (In the chemistry department 
at B.H.U. ^a r snas l . ) 
Gouy Method : 
The solid complex was f inely powdered and f i l l e d 
in the gouy tube very ca re fu l ly . The tube containing the 
mater ial under examination was suspended v e r t i c a l l y between 
the poles of an electromagnet. The length of the tube was 
so adjusted tha t i t s lower end remained under the influence 
of magnetic f i e l d . The weight of the tube containing the 
sample was known with magnet on the off. The gouy tube was 
ca l ibra ted with a standard CuSO^.SHgO. The gram suscept i -
b i l i t y was calculated by the following formula t 
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AW. 
\ ^n. unk. ^ ^ s td . ^ - ^ t d . unk. ^ ^ ^ s t d . 
W corrected =* AW (sample + tube) - AW (empty tube) 
» Oram suscep t i b i l i t y of unknown. 
^^unk " Change in the weight of unknown sample with 
magnet on and off. 
^unk * Weight of unknown, 
^ ^ s t d ~ Change in the weight of standard with magnet 
on and off, 
W . , - Weight of the standard. 
Y . . » Gram suscep t i b i l i t y of the standard 
(5.92 X 10"^ for CuSO^.SHgO) 
Faraday Method s 
The method consists in measuring the forces on a 
given specimen placed in a non homogeneous magnetic field. 
In this method only a few milligrams of the sample is required, 
and a high degree of accuracy was observed in the measurement 
of gram susceptibilities. The sample was so small that the 
force was constant throughout its volume. The force was 
measured by direct weighing of the substance which was 
suspended from one arm of a sensitive balance. The weight 
of the sample and standard Hg £.00(018)4] was determined with 
and without the field. The gram susceptibility was calculated 
46 
using the formula : 
\ ' •= — 
m 
Where Am/m I s the actual p u l l , K =» constant , and i t s value 
I s determined by the formula : 
K = 1 " g Am 
Xg for Hg [COCCNS)^] « 16.44 x lO"® 
m was corrected for the diamagnetism of the sample tube . 
The molar su scep t i b i l i t y iXj^) of the compound was calcu-
lated from the gram suscep t ib i l i t y by multiplying i t with 
the molecular weight of the compound. The value of X^ a f te r 
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correct ing for diamagnetism of the l igands was subs t i -
tuted in the following formula, and ef fec t ive magnetic moment 
(Agff) was ca lcu la ted . 
^aff ~ 2 •84 X Xji* X T 
where XM ~ corrected molar s u s c e p t i b i l i t y . 
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E X P I R I M S N T AL 
Preparation and Pur i f ica t ion of Reagents s 
2,6-ci lmercapto-l ,3,4-thladlazole (Blsmuthiol I ) 
(Koch-Llght) m.p. 163°C wa,s used af te r r e c r y s t a l l l s a t l o n 
from ethanol . A l l m e t a l salts s FeSO^.T^O, FeClg.SHgO, 
CoClg.SHgO, NlClg.SHgO, CuGlg.SHgO, ZnCl^.nHgO, AgNOg, 
CdClg.SHgO, Hg2(NGg)2, HgClg, TlCl.HgOCB.D.H. reagents) and 
RuClg.SHgO, PdClg, I rClg, HgPtCl^ and HAtfCl^  (All J . M. 
England reagents) were used as such, Ethanol and methanol 
were d i s t i l l e d over KOH while acetone and ether were used 
as such. 
Preparation of Cuprous Chloride : 
About 2.5 gram of cuprlc chlor ide (A.R. grade) 
was dissolved in about 15 ml. of cone. HGl, 3.0 grams of 
metal l ic copper (cleaned and dried) were then added and 
the solut ion was warmed, u n t i l the dark colour disappeared. 
The re su l t ing solut ion was poured Into a l i t r e of cold water. 
The pouring was done through a funnel whose neck was loosely 
^ plugged with a l i t t l e g lass wool. The cuprous chlor ide atonce 
separated out and after s t i r r i n g wel l , was allowed to s e t t l e 
and was washed twice with water containing a l i t t l e HCl, 
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The prec ip i ta ted product was f i l t e r e d off and washed with 
absolute alcohol and f i na l l y with ether t o remove the l a s t 
t r aces of alcohol . The cuprous chloride a f te r f i na l washing 
was dissolved In 50,ml, of saturated potassium chlor ide 
so lu t ion . 
Preparation of the Complexes s 
Bis (2 ,6-d imercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) I ron ( I I ) : 50 ml, 
of 0 ,1 M ethanolic solut ions of the ligand was added t o a 
25 ml, of 0 ,1 M aqueous acidif ied ferrous sulphate so lu t ion . 
This mixture was kept for two days af ter concentrating the 
solution to half i t s volume on a water ba th . The yellow 
c r y s t a l l i n e solid obt-ained was f i l t e r e d , washed several 
times with water, alcohol end ether and was dried in vacuo 
for about eight hours, 
T r l s (2,5-dimercapto-l ,3 ,4- thladlaz;olato) I r o n ( I I I ) : 50 ml, 
of the alcoholic ligand (0,75 g,) so lu t ion was added slowly 
to an acidif ied alcoholic solution of the 25 ml. (0.70 g.) 
of f e r r i c ch lor ide , A yellow solid was obtained af te r keeping 
the mixture for two days. This solid was digested on a water 
bath, f i l t e r e d and washed as above. I t was dried in an oven 
at 60°C, 
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Bis (2 ,5-d imercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) Co,balt(II) : An 
alcoholic solut ion of the ligand was added t o an alcoholic 
cobalt chlor ide solut ion in 1:2 metal t o ligand r a t i o . A 
black solid was obtained af ter s t i r r i n g the mixture for 
36 hours . I t was then i so la ted and dried in the manner 
described above. 
Bis (2 ,5-d imercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) Kicke l ( I I ) : ..^ 
Alcoholic solut ions of n ickel chloride and the ligand were 
mixed in a 1:2 metal to ligand r a t i o . A brown solid was 
obtained af te r s t i r r i n g the solution for 36 hours. I t was 
f i l t e r e d , washed and dried as usua l . 
(2 ,5-dimercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) Copper(I) t An 
alcoholic solut ion of the ligand (0.75 g. In 50 ml.) was 
added to an excess of the aqueous solut ion of cuprous chloride 
in potassium chlor ide so lu t ion . Immediate p rec ip i t a t i on 
occurred on mixing the two so lu t ions . The solid was digested 
on a water-bath for about half an hour. I t was then f i l t e r e d , 
washed several times with water and alcohol t o remove any 
excess of metal, ligand or KCl. I t was f i na l l y washed with 
ether and dried in vacuo. 
Bis (2 ,6-d lmercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) Copper(II) : To an 
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ethanollc solut ion of cuprlc chloride (0.43 g. In ml . ) , 
an ethanollc solution of the ligand (0.75 g. In 50 ml.) was 
added. Immediate p rec ip i t a t ion occurred on mixing the tv?o 
so lu t ions . The solid was i so la ted and dried in the same 
manner described above. 
Bis (2 ,5-d lmercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadlazola to) Zlnc(II) : An 
alcoholic solut ion of the ligand (0.75 g. in 50 ml.) was added 
t o an aqueous solution of the zinc chlor ide (0.56 g, in 
25 m l . ) . The solid thus obtained immediately^ was i so la ted 
and dried as usual , 
(2 ,5-d imercapto- l ,3 ,4- th ladiazola to) Ruthenlum(I) t A 
black solid was obtained on mixing 0 .1 M alcoholic ligand 
and ruthenlum(III) chloride solut ions in 1:3 metal t o ligand 
r a t i o . The metal ion seemed to undergo reduction t o 
ruthenium(I) , The solid was i so la ted and dried in the usual 
manner. 
Bis (2 ,5-d imercapto- l ,3 ,4- th ladiazola to) Palladlum(II) t To 
an aqueous solut ion of the palladium ch lor ide , an alcoholJbc 
solution of the ligand (0,75 g. in 50 ml.) was added in a 
1:2 metal to ligand r a t i o . The solid thus obtained immediatelj^ 
was digested on a water bath, f i l t e r e d and washed with water , 
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alcohol and e ther . I t was dried In an oven at 60°C, 
(2 ,5-dimercaptb- l ,3 ,4- th ladlazola to) S i l ve r ( I ) : An 
aqueous solution of the s i l ve r n i t r a t e was added t o an 
alcoholic l lgaM solut ion (0,75 g, in 60 ml,) i n a l : i 
metal to llgand r a t i o when Immediate p rec ip i t a t i on occurred. 
The solid thus obtained was Isolated and dried as above. 
Bis (2 ,5-d lmercapto- i ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) Cadmlum(II) J 50 ml. 
of alcoholic llgand solut ion (0,76 g , ) was added to 25 ml, 
of an aqueous cadmium chlor ide solut ion (0.57 g , ) . Immediate 
p rec ip i t a t i on occurred on mixing the two so lu t ions . The 
solid obtained was digested on a water bath , f i l t e r e d , 
washed as above and dried in vacuo, 
Hexakls (2 ,5-d imercapto- l ,3 ,4- th ladiazola to) Irldlum(VI) t 
A grey solid was obtained when alcoholic solut ions of 
the llgand (0.75 g. in 50 ml.) and i r id lum(I I I ) chlor ide 
were mixed in a 1:3 metal t o llgand r a t i o . The metal ion 
seemed to undergo oxidation to I r ( V I ) , The solid obtained 
af ter heating on water bath for about one hour, was i so la ted 
and dried in the manner of other complexes described above, 
Tet rakis (2 ,5-d lmercapto- l ,3 ,4- th ladiazola to) Platinum(IV): . 
Alcoholic solut ions of chloropla t in ic acid- end the llgand 
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(0.75 g. In 50 ml.) were mixed in a 1:4 metal t o ligand 
r a t i o . The solid thus obtained immediately was f i l t e r e d , 
washed thoroughly in the manner of other complexes and was 
dried in vacuo. 
(2,6-dimercapto-l,3,4-thisjdigi.zolato) Gold(I) : An 
alcoholic solution of the ligand (0,75 g. in 50 ml.) was 
added t o an alcoholic solut ion of chloroauric acid in a 
1:3 metal to ligand r a t i o . The metal ion seemed to undergo 
reduction to g o l d ( I ) , The solid thus obtained was i so la ted 
and dried in the same manner as described above. 
Bis (2 ,6-d imercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) Mercury(II) : An 
alcoholic solut ion of the ligand (0,75 g, in 50 ml.) was 
added to an aqueous acidif ied mercurous n i t r a t e solut ion 
(0.66 g, in 25 ml.) or to an alcoholic mercuric chloride 
solut ion (0,68 g. in 25 m l . ) . Immediate p rec ip i t a t i on 
occurred on mixing in each case . Both of these sol ids obtained 
were isola ted in the usual manner and were dried in vacuo. 
Tr i s (2 ,5-d imercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) Thal l ium(III) : 
To the excess of an aqueous solut ion of thalltous ch lo r ide , 
an alcoholic ligand solut ion (0.75 g. in 50 ml.) was added. 
The metal ion seemed to undergo oxidation t o t h a l l i u m ( I I I ) . 
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The sol id thus obtained was i so la ted and dried in usual 
manner. 
All the so l ids i so la ted were found to be insoluble in 
usual organic solvents . Most of the compounds decomposed 
over 250°C, 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
2,6-Dimercapto-l ,3 ,4- thiadiazole (Bismuthiol I ) 
has been found to form complexes with dif ferent metals in 
varying r a t i o s . The r e s u l t s of analysis of the complexes 
are in good agreement with the suggested s toichiometr ies 
(Table 1)» These complexes have the general formula? 
M(2,6-dimercapto-l ,3,4-thiadiazolato)^ g . All of them are 
coloured and are very s table at room temperature. They are 
found to be insoluble in usual organic solvents and appear 
t o be polymeric in na tu re . 
The nature of coordination of the ligand in the 
above complexes has been determined with the help of infrarec 
spec t ra l study and t e n t a t i v e assignments have been made for 
t h e i r s t ruc tu res on the basis of e lec t ron ic spec t ra l study 
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TABLE 1 
A n a l y t i c a l d a t a , co lour and mel t ing p o i n t s of bismtathiol I and i t s 
complexes. 
Compound Colour M.P, 
°C 
^ J03 ^ ^ ^ . 
Gal. Cal . Gal. Gal, Gal, 
(Obs.) (Obs,) (Obs,) CObs,) (Obs,) 
G^ILN^S. Yellow 163 - 16,00 1.30 19 .01 64.00 
^ '^ '^ "^ (16 ,38) (1 .37) , (19 ,62) (64 .32) 
F#^(C-HN-a,) ; Yellow 175 15,79 13.56 0 .57 15 .83 43 ,10 
'^ '^ -^ "^ (14.89) (13 .13) (1 .10) (16.27) (43 .57) 
li"" i,%Wi^%^T^ Yellow 160 11 .11 14 .32 0.60 16 .71 57.28 
'^  '^  . (11 .95) (15 ,00) (0 .70) (16.60) {57.77) 
Co^(G NH Sk)« Black 300d 16.15 13.44 0.56 15.68 53 .78 
'^ '^ "^ "^ (16 .61) (13 .59) (0 .76) (15.78) (53 .00) 
N 1 ^ ( C HN-SU)" Brown 320d 16.15 13.44 0.56 15.68 53 .78 
- "^ "^ '^ (16.12) (13.31) (0 .67) (15.89) (53 .60) 
Cu^(G-,HN5,SL)" Yellow 300d 29.89 11.29 0 .47 13.17 45 .12 
'^ '^ "^ (30 .68) (12 .12) (0 .55) (12.88) (47 .90) 
Cu^ .Cu^(GpHNpS5)"Brownish250d 29.96 11.29 0 .23 13.20 45 .27 
""p '^  "^  Yellow (29.31) (11 .37) (0 .46) (12 .15) (46 .50) 
Zn^(GpHN„a.) ; Yellow 195 17,99 13.20 0 .85 15 .41 52.80 
(18,17) (13 .49) (1 .00) (16 .31) (53 .67) 
Ru"*" (CpHNpSU)" Black 200d 40 .40 9.60 0,40 11.20 38,40 
(41.05) ( 9 .77) (0 .72) (12,01) (39 .00) 
P d ^ (CoHNpSL, )p Red 240d 26 .31 11.87 0.49 13.84 47 .47 
(26.30) (12 .17) (0 ,74) (14.39) (46 .60) 
Ag'^ (G HN S^)" Yellow 275d 42.00 9 .34 0.40 10.90 37 .38 
^ "^  "^  (42.06) (10.00) (0 .40) (10.90) (38 .14) 
Cd2" (^G HN S^) ; Yelbw 300 27.39 11.69 0.50 13.65 4 6 . 7 8 
'^ ^ "^ '^ (28.20) (12 .40) (0 .70) ' (13.80) (47 .16) 
cont inued on next page, 
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I r^(C„HN„SL): Brown 210 17.68 13.26 0 ,55 15.47 53 .04 
2 2~3 6 (18.10) (14.45) (0 .47) (16.30) (52 .80) 
Ft^'^iOJi^ZsI)': Brown '20°0d 24^6F "^il.lS^ " OTSO" 14 .16"°^48 . 'M '^ 
. 2 2 3 4 (25.10) (12 .69) (0 .46) (13.30) (47 .80) 
Au^(C„HW^So)' Yellow 260d 56.93 6 .93 0.29 8.10 27.74 
2 2 3 (56.90) ( 7.00) (0 .50) ( 8.60) (27 .17) 
Hg2+(C„ra^S„); Yellow 250d 40 .23 9 .63 0.40 11.23 3 8 . 0 1 
2 2 3 2 (40.29) (10 .46) (1 .07) (11.13) (38 .53) 
Tl^"^(CJiN-S«); Yellow 1 8 0 , 31 .37 . . 1 1 . 0 5 ' 0 . 4 5 . „ 12.89 43 .20 
2 2 d d (31.35) (11 .70) (0 .60) (13.20) (43 .58) 
and magnetic measurements. With a view to obtaining in for -
mation on the metal ligand bonding which could be e i t he r 
through the sulphur or the ni t rogen atom or both, the far-
infrared spect ra of the ligand and i t s complexes were 
recorded. The assignments of various modes of v ibra t ion have 
been made by analogy with the spect ra of s imilar he te ro-
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cycl ic compounds pa r t i cu l a r l y benssothiazoles , Only s i g n i -
f icant spec t ra l changes which provide information regarding 
coordination and the i den t i f i c a t i on of the donor s i t e in 
the complexes have been discussed in d e t a i l . 
Bismuthiol I has two isomeric s t ruc tu re s , the 
t h i o l form I and the thiono form I I having f ive poss ible 
coordination s i t e s , two involving the ni trogen atoms and 
the remaining three involving sulphur atoms. 
N, N HN. NH N NH 
11 II 1 1 II I 
HS-G C-SH S=<! C«S HS-C C«S 
\ / \ / \ / 
s s^ s 
( I ) ( I I ) ( I I I ) 
As mentioned e a r l i e r excepting for the u .v . 
spect ra l s tudies of Thorn '^  no other mention of the s t r u c t u r a l 
study of bismuthiol I appears in chemical l i t e r a t u r e . The 
infrared spectrum of t h i s ligand has been recent ly reported 
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132 by t h i s author . 
The i . r . spectrum of the ligand has a very weak 
band at 2490 cm"-^  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of S-H s t re tching v ibra t ion 
(Table 2 ) . The medium bands at 2875 and 3060 cm"-^  must be 
106 due t o the N-H s t re tching mode as i t occurs in t h i s region • 
Even though an a l t e rna t ive s t ruc ture ( I I I ) could be proposed 
which would account for the presence of both N-H and S-H 
groups, i t i s ruled out in view of the fact tha t the S-K 
band i s very weak as compared to N-H bands. I t i s , t he re fo re , 
suggested tha t bismuthiol I l i ke 3,5-dimercapto-1,2,4-
150 th iad iazo le ex i s t s predominantly in the thionoform*^ , but 
may be having a small quantity, of the t h i o l form in e q u i l i -
brium with i t . Examples of t h i s kind of tautomerism and 
p re fe ren t i a l existayace of the compounds In thionoform are 
perthiocyahic acid'^^^''^^"'' and 2-mercapto-ben25othiazole ,. 
Excepting for the complex formed by the in t e rac t ion of Gu(II) 
chloride where the ligand i s suggested to be completely 
deprotonated the absence of S-H s t re tch ing frequency and the 
presence of N-H and C=sN bands in the i . r . spectra of a l l the 
complexes suggests tha t the complexed ligand i s in the 
following form. 
"N' NH N NH 
I I ' . 11 1 
S=C C«S i==9 S-G G«S 
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TABLE 2 
-1 Characteristic frequencies in cm of bismuthiol I and its complexes. 
Compound S-H N-H .G=N G«S C-N C-S M-N M-S 
% ^ \ % 2490m 3060s 2875 s 
1460 s 1120 s 
1055 s 
1265 s 715 s mm •• 
^^<=2™2%^2 - 3175 s 28l7w 
1449 s 1099 s 
1054 s 
1266VI 720 s 
-
320m 


















1242W 714b •• 330s 
Cu"^  (CgHNg^r - 3135b 
2870b 
1465 s 1122s 
1040 s 
1260 s 725 s 540 s -













1235 s 7l2w 539 s 337s 
Ru (CgHNgS^r - 3175 s 
2849W 
1468s 1109 s 
1054 s 










Ag-^  (CgHNg^r - 3125m 
2899m 
1458 s nils 
1052m 
1258s 717s 532s 330s 
Cd^CC^HM^Sg); •• 3226s 
2941m 
1460 s 1110m 
1033s 
1282s 729 s 542s 330 s 
Table continued on next page 
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Table continued. 




1250 s 711s - 335s 
P***(°2™2%>l - 3125W 2907m 
1456W 1105 s 
1046 s 
1255W 719 s «• 335 s 




1250s 711s 540m 335s 
HgS^CCgHNgSg)- - 3125m 
2817b 
1445 s 1092 s 
1026 s 
1250 s 713 s 545s 332s 
Tl^^CO^gSg)- - 3226v; 
2941W 
1456 s nils 
1053 s 
1268s • 704s 545 s 340w 
s=strong, m~medlum, w=weak and b=broad» 
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In which each site could be potentially coordination active. 
The N-H stretching frequency in all the complexes as compared 
with that in the free ligand is positively shifted. This 
is presumably due to the fact that the extensively hydrogen 
bonded ligand molecules are disassociated when """"ilexed 
with the metal ions. 
HAEUKE OP BONDHJG AND STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEXES 
Bis (2,5-dlmercapto-l,3,4-thiadiazolato) Iron(II) and 
Tris (2,6-dimercapto-l,3,4-thiadiazolato) Iron(III) t 
I. R. Spectra : There is no significant chaxige in the C«H 
stretching frequency of the ligand after complex formation. 
Also there is practically no change in the C-S stretching 
frequency which occurs at 716 cm"-^  in the spectrum of the 
ligand. However, the strong bands at 1120 and 1056 cm*" in 
the spectrum of the ligand assigned to C«S stretching 
vibration are negatively shifted in both the complexes 
suggesting coordination through the exocyclic sulphur atom. 
Far I, R. Spectra J A comparison of the far t.r. spectra 
of the above complexes with that of the free ligand reveals 
60 
tha t there I s a new medium In tens i ty band at 320 and 324 
cm" in the Fe(II ) and Fe ( I I I ) complexes respec t ive ly . This 
band i s t e n t a t i v e l y assigned t o M-S s t re tching frequency. 
There i s , however, no band a t t r i bu t ab l e to M-N frequency. 
I t , t h e r e f o r e , fur ther suggests the coordination t o be 
occurring through the sulphur atom. 
Electronic Spectra : In the e lec t ronic spectrum of t h e _ 
Fe( I I ) complex the bands at 28,170 and 26,670 cm"^ must 
be a t t r ibu ted t o charge t r a n s f e r . While only one band at 
arround 10,000 cm"^ should be expected"^^^ for the ^E„«-^T«_ 
g <sg 
t r a n s i t i o n for an Fe( I I ) ion having an octahedral geometry, 
the two very weak bands observed at 11,000 and 10,300 cm 
g 
must be due to a splitting of E level because of Jahn-
s 
Teller e f f ec t . The low magnetic moment (2 .3 B.M.) of t h i s 
compound i s presumably due to the antiferromagnetic i n t e r a -
c t ions in the pdlymeric complex. I t i s , t he re fo re , suggested 
tha t Fe( I I ) i s in an octahedral environment with ligand 
bridging through the sulphur atoms and metal-metal bonds. 
In, the case of FeCIII) complex which has a 1:3 metals ligand 
stoichiometry an in tense band i s observed at 28,170 cm"^ 
which must be a charge t ransfer band. Two other very weak 
bands at 11,200 and 10,600 cm" are also observed but could 
not be assigned. The very low magnetic moment value of t h i s 
61' 
complex I s presumably due t o the antiferromagnetlc i n t e r a -
ct ions in the polymeric compound. An octabedral geometry 
i s proposed for t h i s complex a l so . 
Bis (2 ,5-dimercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) Cobal t ( I I ) and 
Bis (2 ,5-dimercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) NicRel(II) : 
I , R, and far ! • R, Spectra t A comparison of the far l , r , 
spectra of the above complexes with tha t of free ligand 
reveals tha t there i s a new strong band at 338 and 330 cm" 
in the cobalt and n icke l complexes respect ively, t e n t a t i v e l y 
assigned to the M-S s t re tching frequency-. There i s , however, 
no band a t t r i bu t ab l e t o M-N frequency. I t i s , the re fo re , 
suggested that coordination in these cases occurs only 
through the sulphur atom. The strong C~S bands at 1120 and 
1055 cm in the spectrum of the ligand are also negatively 
shifted in the complexes confirming sulphur coordination. 
Electronic Spectra : The e lec t ronic spec t ra ru le out aa 
octahedral geometry for both the complexes. In the spectrum 
of cobalt complex, there I s a strong charge t rans fe r band 
at 27,030 cm • A number of other bands observed have, 
however, not been assigned and no de f in i t e conclusion 
regarding the geometry of t h i s complex could be drawn fi*om 
the e lec t ronic spectriom. However, the u^-^ value of 2.7 B.M, 
Indicates a square planar geometry. Complexes of Co(II) 
with square planar geometry sxe reported to have magnetic 
153 
moments in the range 2.1-2.9 B.M.*^ , I t ip well known tha t 
disulphur l igands yield square planar Co(II) complexes • 
The e lec t ronic spectrum of the n icke l complex has 
a strong charge t r ans fe r band at 28,570 cm *, The absence 
of any absorption band in the region 16,600-10,000 cm"'-'-
1*55 
ru les out a t e t r ahed ra l geometry for n ickel complex"^ 
which i s , the re fore , suggested to have a square planar 
s t ruc tu re . The band at 15,950 cm"*''- ind ica tes a square planar 
environment for the N i ( l l ) ion for which- a band i s expected 
at 22,000-16,600 cm" , The paramagnetism in t h i s complex 
with an observed Ug^ -jf value of 1.4 B.M,, however, suggests 
tha t i t s magnetic behaviour i s *anomalaus* and presumably 
the complex has some nickel ions also present in an octahedral 
157 
environment • The addi t ional coordination being achieved 
e i the r through the r ing sulphur atom of the ligand above and 
below the square plana of the molecule. I t i s well established 
that the magnetic moment values between zero and 3,2 are 
observed in the solid s t a t e for square planar Ni ( I I ) complexes 
also having some of the n ickel ions in octahedral environ-
1 57 
ment e . g . , Ni(2,3-butylene diamine)gCl2 , The presence of 
some nickel ions in octahedral environment may not 
b3 
unequivocally be shown by the help of the .opt ica l spectrum 
as even i f such ions are in suff ic ient enough concentration 
to show up in the spectrum, out of the three bands expected 
the band due to ^?-j_g(P) ^^Ag (F) t r a n s i t i o n may have merged 
with the charge t ransfer at 28,670 cm" and the band due to 
^T (F) f- ^^2g^^^ t r a n s i t i o n i s out of the range of the 
instrument. The remaining band ^ i g ( P ) ^ ^ ^ g C F ) which could 
have been discerned in the spectrum may have contributed to 
the breadth of the observed band at 16,950 cm" . 
The following possible square planar s t ruc ture 
having ligand bridges i s t en t a t i ve ly proposed for the 
cobalt and nickel complexes, the l a t t e r also having some 










where M « Co(II) or Ni ( I I ) 
TABLE 3 
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E l e c t r o n i c bands and magnetic moments of some of t h e b i smuth!o l I 
complexes. 
Compound Electronic bands 
in cm"-'-
Magnetic moment 
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Cu (C^HNg^T 
Cu* . C u ^ ( C 2 ^ 2 S i ' 
Ru"^(C^HN2%r 
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D ia . 
m' 
(2,5-dimercapto-l ,3 ,4- thiadiaKolato) Copper(I) and 
Bis (2 ,5-d imercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadlazola to) Copper(II) t 
I , R. and far I . R. Spectra s The strong band at '1460 cm"*^  
m the spectrum of the ligand a t t r ibu ted to C=N s t re tch ing 
vibra t ion i s shifted in both the complexes suggesting 
coordination through the nitrogen atom. The C=S s t re tch ing 
vibra t ion has been assigned mainly on the bas is of Mecke 
and Mecke*s work on cycl ic thioamides , who suggested 
i t to occur in 1200-1050 cm" region. The strong band at 
1265 cm" in the spectrum of the ligand i s assigned to C-N 
s t re tching v ibra t ion and i s also shif ted in the complexes. 
f 
A comparison of far infrared spectrum of the ligand 
with tha t of both the complexes reveals that an absorption 
band at 540 cm "^  appears i n both the complexes but i s absent 
in the ligand and must presumably be due t o the Cu-N s t re tch-
ing v ibra t ion suggesting coordination through nitrogen atom 
in both the complexes. In the Cu(II) complex of bismuthiol I 
coordination through sulphur atom i s also indicated by the 
appearance of a strong new band at 380 cm which i s absent 
in both, the ligand and in copper(I) complex. This band 
could reasonably be assigned to the Cu-S s t re tching mode as 
i t i s in t h i s region tha t the M-S s t re tch ing v ibra t ion i s 
82 known to appear • 
6B'. 
I t I s Important to note tha t both the complexes 
analyse for a Hi metal t o deprotonated llgand r a t i o . I t i s 
also s igni f icant tha t the copper(I) complex i s yellow^ 
while the copper(II) complex i s yellowish brown in colour. 
The ligand has several donor s i t e s involving sulphur and 
nitrogen atoms available for coordination and a considerat ion 
of the foregoing discussion of the i . r . and far i . r , spect ra 
of the ligand and the complexes leads the author t o conclude 
tha t in copper ( I ) complex the ligand must be coordinating 
only through the nitrogen atom in view of the absence of 
any copper sulphur band. The charge balance requires that 
there should be the loss of only one hydrogen consistent 
with the appearance of the N-H frequency. The copper(I) 
complex, the re fore , must have the empirical formula 
Cu (CgHNgSg)'. I t s magnetic moment value of 1,07 B,M«, 
however, suggests some conversion of Cu(I) to GuClI),Such 
a conversion of Cu(I) to Cu(II) in a mercapto complex i s 
169 
shown by the react ion of Cu(I) with 8-mercapto-quinoline 
and has been ascribed to a grea ter s t a b i l i t y of the Cu(II) 
complex. 
In the case of Cu(II) complex the i . r , and far 
i . r , spec t ra l evidence shows the presence of both the Cu-H 
and Cu-S bands, A considerat ion of the 1:1 metal t o depro-
tonated ligand r a t i o and charge balance would have required 
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the formulation of t h i s compound as Cu^(C N S^)^" In which 
the N-H band should have disappeared. However,the appearance 
of NH absorption band ind ica tes some conversion of Cu(II) 
to Cu(I) as only Cu(I) may combine in a U l r a t i o with 
(CgHNgSg)" having N-H band. I t i s thus concluded tha t in 
the case of Cu(II) complex we are encountering e i the r a 
mixture of l ; i Cu(I) s (C2HN2S3)" and U l Cu(II) : (CgNgSg)^" 
or as we are tempted to suggest a mixed valence complex " • 
C u d ) , CuCII),(C2HH2S3)'.CC2N2S3)^". The magnetic moment 
value of 0,912 B.M., also seems to be consis tent with t h i s 
formula. 
Electronic Spectra : There i s a Intense band at 25,976 cm"-*" 
a t t r i bu t ab l e t o charge t r a n s f e r . There i s no band at 12,000 
cm" rul ing out the p o s s i b i l i t y of an oct'ahedral geometry. 
However, since the ref lectance spectrum could not be run 
below 10,000 cm"^, i t i s not possible t o comment on the 
geometry of t h i s molecule which could be e i the r tetrahedraJL 
or square p lanar . 
Bis (2 ,5-d imercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) Z i n c ( I I ) , 
Bis (2 ,5-d imercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) Cadmlum(II) and 
Bis (2 ,5-d imercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) Mercury(II) , 
I. R. Spectra : There is a negative shift In the C=N 
m 
stretching v ibra t ion in a l l the above complexes (except for 
the zinc complex in which case , there i s a pos i t ive sh i f t ) 
indicat ing coordination through the ni trogen atom. The 
strong G-I s t re tching band at 1265 cm""^  in the ligand i s 
also shifted by 17 to 30 cm in the complexes. Sulphur 
coordination is-suggested by a lowering of the C=S s t re tching 
vibra t ion frequency which occurs at 1111 and 1052 cm" in the 
2tnc complex, at 1110 and 1033 cm"-'" in the cadmium^^^mplex 
and at 1052 and 1026 cm" in the mercury complex. 
Far I . R. Spectra j A comparison of the fa r i . r . spec t ra 
of the ligand and the above complexes revea ls tha t a new 
band not present in the ligand s p e a r s at 539, 542 and 
545 cm" for Zn( I I ) , Cd(II) and Hg(II) complexes respec t ive ly . 
These must presumably be due to the M-N s t re tching v ibra -
t ion suggesting coordination through the ni t rogen, A new 
• 1 
strong band at 337, 330 and 332, cm in z inc , cadmium and 
mercury complexes respect ive ly i s a t t r ibu ted to M-S 
s t re tching v ibra t ion and confirms sulphur coordinat ion. 
All these complexes are diamagnetic. 
In view of the above discussion we propose a 
polymeric t e t r ahed ra l s t ruc ture for these complexes. 
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Tetrakis (2,5-dimQrca,pto-l ,3,4-thladlazolato) Platinum(IV), 
Bis (2 ,5-dlmercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) P a l l a d l u m d l ) , 
(2,5-dimerc'apto-. l ,3,4-thiadiazolato) Ruthenium(I) and 
Hexakis (2 ,5-d imercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) Irldlum(VI). 
I« R. Spectra : There i s no s igni f icant change in the 
C=»W st re tching frequency of the ligand a f te r complex forma-
t i o n . The C-S stretching^frequency of the ligahd observed 
at 715 cm" i s also p r ac t i ca l l y unchanged. However, the C=S 
s t re tching frequencies of the ligand at 1120 and 1056 cm 
are negatively shifted in a l l , the above complexes. I t i s , 
there fore , -proposed that in; a l l these complexes the coordi-
nation occurs.through the mercapto sulphur atoms at pos i t ion 
2 and 5 of the r i ng . 
Far I . R, Spectra : A comparison of the fa r i . r . spect ra 
of these complexes with tha t of the spectrum of the free 
ligand reveals tha t there i s a new strong band at about 
335 cm' in a l l the complexes t e n t a t i v e l y assigned t o M-S 
s t re tching frequency. There ls , however, no band a t t r i b u t a b l e 
t o M-N frequency. I t i s , the re fore , suggested that coordi-
nation occurs only through the sulphur atom. 
Electronic Spectra : In the case of platinum(IV) complex 
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bands have been observed at 43,480, 28,670 and 17,390 cm* 
and these are assigned to TCg * - A ^ , T ? ^ 4— '^A.-^-
and ^ , «T •'"A^  (forbidden) respec t ive ly . The spin 
forbidden band for 'TJg « - A^^ I s not observed, however, 
t h i s suggests an octahedral geometry for the Pt(IV) complex* 
This i s in accordance with the strong tendency of Pt(IV) 
to be hexacoordinated in i t s complexes. I t i s , the re fore , 
suggested tha t t h i s complex i s a polymeric octahedral one 
where coordination occurs through the sulphur atoms with 
ligand bridging. This complex i s diamagnetic In na ture . 















where L ^^E^sV 
In the case of the palladium complex two strong 
bands observed at 27,030 and 22,730 cm"-^  are s imilar t o the 
two strong bands also observed in the case of nickel comnle: 
TT 
which was suggested to have a square planar s t ruc tu re , 
•Pd(II) i s known to prefer a square planar geometry and i s , 
therefore , suggested to have such a polymeric ligand bridged 
s t r u c t u r e . I t has been found to be dlamagnetic as expected. 
In the iridium complex which has a lt6. s to ich io -
metry the ligand seems t o be monodentate for an octahedral 
coordination of the metal ion . I t has an intense absorption 
band at 26,315 cm" which should be a charge t r ans fe r band. 
However, very weak bands merging in to the charge t r ans fe r 
and appearing as a hump are also v i s i b l e at 40,000 and 
27,780 cm'-^ and may be assigned to "^igCP) ^ ^2^^"^^ ^ ^ 
^AngCF) —^ Ag (P) t r a n s i t i o n s in the. Gj^  symmetry for d 
ion, A very weak band at 13,000 cm" i s assignable to the 
^TggCP) «- ^Age^^^ t r a n s i t i o n . The diamagnetism of t h i s 
complex must be due to antiferromagnetic inlKractions, 
In the ruthenium complex which has a l : l 
stoichiometry, bands are observed at 25,320, 18,870, 12,740, 
11,760 and 10,870 cm""'*. The band at 25,320 cm""'' i s a t t r ibu ted 
t o charge t r a n s f e r . The other bands could not be assigned. 
The complex i s feebly paramagnetic (»Qf.f * 0,75 B,M,) and 
suggests antiferromagnetic, interactions through weak Ru-Ru 
bonds as has been noted in several Ru(I) diaraagnetic 
complexes^^^'^^^. 
7g 
(2 ,5-d lmercapto- i ,3 ,4- th iadiazola td) Sl lverCI) , 
(2 ,5-d imercapto- l ,3 ,4- th iadiazola to) Gold(I) aad 
T r i s (2 ,5-dimercapto- l ,3 ,4- thiadia201ato) Tha l l ium( I I I ) , 
I , R. Spectra « There I s a negative shif t in the C=N 
s t re tching vibrat ions in a l l the above complexes indica t ing 
coordination t o be occurring through the ni trogen atom. The 
strong C-N stretching band at 1265 cm*-^  in the spectrum of 
the ligand i s also shifted by upto 15 cm" in the complexes. 
Sulphur coordination i s indicated by a lowering of the C=S 
s t re tching vibra t ion frequency in the complexes. 
Far I , R, Spectra : A comparison of the far i . r . spec t ra 
of the complexes with tha t of the free ligand reveals tha t 
a new band appears at 532, 540 and 545 cm in AgCI), Au(I) 
and T l ( I I I ) complexes respec t ive ly . These,bands must 
presumably be due to the M-N s t re tching v ib ra t ion . The 
M-W bands in the case of copper complexes also have been 
reported in t h i s region, A new strong band at 330, 335 and 
340 cm" in s i l ve r , gold and thal l ium complexes respec t ive ly 
i s a t t r ibu ted to M-S s t re tching v ib ra t i on . All these complexes 
are dlamagnetic. Since the ligand I s bidentate and has 
sulphur as one of the donor s i t e s , i t seems more l i ke ly 
tha t s i l v e r should have a coordination number three or 
^3 
four and the complex be polymeric In na tu re . I t i s well 
known tha t Ag(I) forms polymeric and polynucleaj? complexes 
with such l lgands . The gold and thal l ium complexes also 
seem to be polymeric in na tu re , An octahedral geometry I s 
t e n t a t i v e l y suggested for the thal l ium complex. 
C H A P T E R IV 
COMPLEXES OF 2-'AMffl0THIAZ0LE 
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l U T R O D U G T I O N 
Thlazole I s a f ive membered heterocycl ic r ing 
system and i s formally derived from imidazole by replace-
ment of the NH group by sulphur atom at posi t ion 1, which 
makes th iazo le a be t te r n-accepter due to the a v a i l a b i l i t y 
of empty d -o rb i t a l s on_sulphur atom. 
HC N HG H 
II li II II 
HG CH HG GH 




2-aminothiazole i s a der iva t ive of th iazo le in 
which the hydrogen atom attached to the carbon atom on 
posi t ion 2 i s subst i tuted by amino group, 
2»aminothiazole e x i s t s in the form of a brown 
powder having a melting point of 91°G, I t was synthesized 
by Natradze in 1947 by condensation of chlorinated vinyl 
acetate with th iourea , the ch lor ina t ion being carr ied 
out without any solvent by adding to the vinyl acetate a 
small quanti ty of pyridine or pyridine bases* I t was also 
75^ 
164 prepared by Postovakl • I t I s f a i r l y soluble In alcohol 
and hot water. Ul t rav io le t and n .m.r , spec t ra l s tudies 
have been made on t h i s compound indica t ing tha t 2-amino-
th iazo le i s protonated almost completely even in acet ic 
acid ' • N.M.R, s tudies have shown tha t 2-aminothiazole 
reac t s with i t s hydrochloride to yield a dimer . 
I t was considered tha t t h i s compound might have some 
tubercu los ta t i c effect and was t es ted for t h i s a c t i v i t y 
but i t W6.S found that i t has l i t t l e or no effect on the 
168 growth of the bacterium • I t has also been used as a n ico t ine 
antagonist °, 
The complexing a b i l i t y of 2-aminothiazole has 
not been exploited much but recent ly Duff and coworkers"**' 
have prepared the complexes of cobal t , n ickel and copper 
in varying metal-ligand r a t i o s . Recently Singh and 
172 
coworker have also reported the formation of cobalt 
complexes of 2-arainothiazole. I t i s s igni f icant tha t while 
the former authors have reported the formation of two 
complexes of cobalt with 2-aminothiazole, one having a 1:2 
stoichiometry and a t e t r ahed ra l s t ruc tu re and the other 
having 1:4 stoichiometry and an octahedral s t ruc tu re , the 
l a t t e r authors have reported only a 1:2 complex with cobalt 
chloride having a t e t r ahed ra l s t r u c t u r e . Duff et a l found 
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an increase in industry and a shif t to lower frequencies 
of the -NH bands in the cobalt complexes. They suggested 
t h a t t h i s phenomenon may have resul ted from the coordination 
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of the amino group , but i t might also be due to e lec t ronic 
ef fec ts resu l t ing from ring nitrogen coordinat ion. They 
deduced ring nitrogen coordination for 2-aminothiazole. They 
also obtained two complexes of 2-aminothiazole with n icke l , 
one having 1:4 and the other a HI stoichiometry. The i : l 
complex was obtained on heating the 1:4 complex at 200°G 
under vacuum for one hour. These workers also obtained two 
complexes with GuClg one having a 1:2 and the other a 1:4 
stoichiometry and proposed an octahedral s t ruc ture for both. 
In a l l these complexes coordination has been 
suggested by Duff et a l to occur through the ring ni t rogen. 
Singh and coworker have, on the other hand, argued in 
favour of coordination occurring through the amino nitrogen 
in the case of the 1:2 cobalt complex tha t they obtained, 
by emphasizing tha t the lone pair of e lec t rons available 
on the amino nitrogen i s more exposed in comparison to tha t 
on the ring nitrogen which i s s t e r i c a l ly hindered. In no 
case has sulphur coordination been found to occur. 
In view of the fact that the coordinating a b i l i t y 
of 2-aminothlazole has not been ful ly exploi ted, and tha t 
not much i s known about the s t ructure of i t s complexes, i t 
77' 
was considered worth-while to prepare end character ize some 
htew complexes of 2-aminothiazole with VO(IV), Co( I I ) , N l ( I I ) , 
Gu(I I ) , Zn( I I ) , Cd(I I ) , Hg(I) , Hg(I I ) , Ag(I), Au(I I I ) , 
Ru( I I I ) , "Pd( l i ) , I r ( I I I ) and Pt(IV). 
E X P E R I M E N T A L 
'Preparation and Pur i f ica t ion of Reagents J 
2-aminothiazole (E.Merck) m.p, 91°C was used 
without fur ther pu r i f i c a t i on . All the metal s a l t s v i z . , 
VOSO .^nHgO, CoClg.SH^O, NiClg.SHgO, CuClg.gHgO, ZnClg.nHgO, 
AgNOg, CdCl^.SilgO, HAuCl^, Hg2(H03)2, HgClgCB.D.H. reagents) 
and RuClg.SHgO, PdCl2, IrClg.SHgO and H2PtClg(J.M. England 
reagents)were used as such. 
Preparation of the Complexes i 
Sulphate (2-aminothiazole) Oxovanadium(IV) : An ethanolic 
solut ion of the ligand ( 1 g, in 25 ml.) was added to an 
aqueous solution of vanadyl sulphate (1 .8 g. in 25 m l . ) . 
Immediate p rec ip i t a t ion occurred on mixing the two so lu t ions . 
The solid thus obtained,was digested on a water bath for 
half an hour and then f i l t e r e d and washed with water, alcohol 
7/g' 
and e the r . I t was dtied in vacuo, 
Dichloro te t rak is (2-aminothia^ole) Cobal t ( I I ) : Ethanollc 
solut ions of the ligand (1 g. in 25 ml.) and cobalt chloride 
(1 ,2 g. in 25 ml.) were s t i r r ed together for 12 hours when 
a solid appeared. This sol id was f i l t e r e d and washed with 
alcohol and e the r , ' I t was drred in vacuo, ^ 
Dichlorotetr ,akis (2-aminothiazole) Nicke l ( I I ) : This 
complex was prepared and i so la ted in the manner of cobalt 
complex described above, 
Dichloro (2-aminothlazole) Gopper(II) : A green coloured 
solid was obtained upon mixing the ethanolic solut ions of 
the ligand (1 g, in 25 ml.) and copper(II) chlor ide Ci.7 g, 
in 25 m l , ) . The solid thus obtained was digested on a water 
bath and i so la ted in the above described manner. 
N i t r a t e (2-aminothiazole) S i lve r ( I ) : "o An ethanolic 
solut ion of the ligand ( l g, in 26 ml.) was added t o an 
aqueous solut ion of s i l v e r n i t r a t e (1 ,7 g, in 25 m l , ) . The 
sol id which was obtained almost immediately was digested 
on a water bath and i so la ted in the manner of the vanadium 
complex described above. 
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Tr ich lo ro te t rak i s (2-8ininothiazole) Gold(III) i An 
ethanolic solution of the llgsnd (1 g. in 25 ml.) was added 
to an ethanolic solut ion of the chloroauric acid (0.85 g, 
in 25 m l , ) . The appearance of a solid was noted immediately 
on mixing the two so lu t ions . The solid obtained was purif ied 
and i so la ted in the usual manner. 
Dichlorobis (2-aminothiazole) 2 inc( I I ) s Upon addit ion 
of an alcoholic solut ion of the ligand (1 g. in 25 ml.) to 
an aqueous solution of the hydrated zinc chlor ide (2 .3 g. 
in 25 ml.) and mixing the two together , p r ec ip i t a t i on 
occurred. The solid obtained was i so la ted in the usual 
manner. 
Dichloro (2-aminothiazole) Cadmium(II) : A cream coloured 
solid was obtained upon mixing ethanolic solut ions of the 
ligand (1 g. in 25 ml.) and cadmium chloride (2.2 g. in 25 m l . ) . 
The solid was isola ted by washing with alcohol and ether and 
drying in vacuo. 
Nit ra t 0 (2-aininothiazole) Mercury ( I ) : An aqueous solut ion 
of mercurous n i t r a t e (2.6 g. in 25 ml.) to which a few 
drops of n i t r i c acid was added to get a c l ea r solut ion was 
mixed with an alcoholic solution of the ligand (1 g. in 25 m l , ) . 
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This yielded a solid which was purif ied and i so la ted by-
washing i t with water, alcohol and ether and drying in 
vacuo, 
Dichloro (2-aminothiazole) Mercury(II) : Ethanolic 
solut ions of the ligand (1 g, in 25 ml.) and mercuric 
chlor ide (1.4 g, in 25 ml.) were mixed together when an 
immediate p rec ip i t a t ion occurred. The sol id was i so la ted In 
the manner of the cadmium complex described above. 
T r i ch lo ro t r i s (2-aminothiazolQ) Ruthenium(III) : A black 
solid was obtained upon mixing the ethanolic solut ions of 
the ligand (1 g. in 25 ml.) and ruthenium chlor ide (0.7 g. 
in 25 ml.) in the l : 3 metal to ligand r a t i o . The solid 
obtained was digested on a water bath and i so la ted in the 
usual manner. 
Dichlorote t rakis (2-aminothia2ole) Palladium(II) : An 
ethanolic solution of the ligand (1 g, in 25 ml.) was 
added to an aqueous solut ion of palladium chlor ide (0.9 g. 
in 25 m l . ) . The appearance of a solid was noted immediately. 
This solid was i so la ted by washing with water, alcohol and 
e the r . I t was dried in vacuo. 
Trichloro (2-aminothiazole) I r id ium(I I I ) : To an ethanolic 
solut ion of the llgand (1 g. in 25 ml.) was added to an 
ethanolic solut ion of ir idium chlor ide ( l g. 25 ml,)* 
This yielded a solid which was i so la ted and purif ied in the 
usual manner, 
Te t rach loro t r ies (2-aminothiazole) Platinum(IV) _: Upon 
mixing together the ethanolic solut ions of the l i g a n d C l g, 
in 25 ml.) and ch loropla t in ic acid (0.85 g. in 25 m l . ) , 
p rec ip i ta t ion-occur red . The solid obtained was digested on 
water bath, f i l t e r e d and washed with alcohol and e the r . 
I t was f i na l l y dried in vacuo. 
%om of the complexes dissolve in usual organic 
solvents and most of them did not show a sharp melting point 
but decomposed above 200°C, 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
2-Aminothia20le has been found to form complexes 
with different metals in varying r a t i o s . The r e s u l t s of 
analysis of the complexes, are in good agreement with the 
suggested s toichiometr ies (Table 4 ) . These complexes have 
TABLE 4 ^2 
A n a l y t i c a l d a t a , co lour and melt ing p o i n t s of 2-aminoth iazo le and i t s 
complexes. 
Compound Colour ^.P» ^  ^ ^ 0 ^ ^1 
C Cal. Cal. Cal. Cal. Cal. Cal, 
(<>bs.) (Obs.) (Obs.) (Obs.) (Obs.) (Obs.) 
C-H.H-S Brovn 91 - 36.00 4.00 28,00 . 32.00 
"^ ^  ^ (35.44i (4.80) (27.40) (31.80) 
VO(C^H^N„S)S0. Green 200d 19,38 13.69 1.52 10,64 12.16 3 4 2"'" 4 (19.22) (13.40) (2.22) (10.66) (12.25) 
QoiQ^E.\S)pi^ Brown 200d 11.13 27.17 3.02 21,13 24.15 30.87 
'=^ "^ '^ ^ ^ (11.10) (26.67) (2.95) (20.93) (24.40) (31.00) 
Ni(C-H.N SKJl^, Brown 200d 11.13 27,17 3,02 21.15 24.15 30.87 
"^  ^  ^  ^  '^  (11.17) (26,77) (2.99) (20.99) C24,32) (31.10) 
Cu(C^H.N5S) Cl^ Green 250d 27.08 15.36 1.70 11.94 13.65 30.28 
. ^ '^  - '^ (27.95) (14.81) (1.50) (11.67) (13.40) (30.14) 
Ag(C^H.N S) NOo Brown 150 40.00 13.33 1.48 15.55 11.85 
•^  ^  ^  (40.10) (13.36) (1.26) (15.30) (12.10) 
Au(C„H.N„S).CL5 Brown 250d 28,00 20.46 2.27 15,92 18.20 23,99 
- ^ '^  * '^ (27.91) (20.73) (2.38) (16.10) (17.95) (24.02) 
Zn(G„H.N„S)„Clp White 163 19.45 21,41 2.37 16.65 13,64 21.12 
"^  ^  '^  . "^ (20.05) (21.53) (2.44) (17.00) (12.95) (21.20) 
Cd(CoH.N-S) Cl„ Cream 310d 39.67 12.71 1,40 9,88 11.29 25,04 
"^ ^  '^ "^ (39.75) (12.74) (1.30) ( 9.62) (11.80) (25.10) 
Hg(C«H.NpS) N0« Grey 215d 55.17 9.90 1.10 11.55 8,80 
(54.83) ( 9.73) (1.74) (11.33) ( 8.50) 
Hg(CoH.NpS) Clp Murkay 152 53.94 9.68 1.07 7,53 8.60 19.09 
(64.42) (10.10) (0 .70 ) ( 7.32) ( 9 .10) (18 .90) 
Ru(G«H,N-S)oGlo Black 300d 19.90 21.28 2 .36 16.55 18.92 20 ,98 
"^  ^ ^ - "^  (19.87) (20.93) (3 .15 ) (16,60j^ (19.10) (20 .88) 
Pd(C«H.N„S).Cl Brown 270d 18.43 24.37 2.77 19,39 22.17 12.29 
'^ ^ ^ '^ ^ (18.50) (25.07) (2 .60 ) (19 ,20) (22 .10) (12 .40) 
I r (C-H.N.S) -C l - Black 300d 38^52 14,44 2 .02 11.27 12.84 21.36 
'^ ^ ^ .^ '^  (38.54) (13 .87) (2 .26 ) (10 .90) (13 .05) (21 .46) 
Pt(C^H^N S) Gl Brown 250d 36 .31 16.96 1.88 13.19 16 .08 26.44 
3 4 2 3 4 (36 .46) (17.12) (2 .20 ) (13 .20) (15 .20) (26 .62) 
8& 
the general formula M(2-aminothia2ole)2^_4X2 (where M stands 
for metal ions and X = CI«, NO3* or 1/2 SO^"). All the 
complexes ai-e coloured, stable at room temperature and 
insoluble in usual organic solvents. 
The nature of coordination of the ligand in the 
above complexes has been determined and a tentative assign-
ments have been made for their structures on the basis of 
infrared spectral studies. With a view to obtaining infor-
mation on the metal ligand bonding which could be either 
through the sulphur or the nitrogen atom or both, far 
infrared spectra were also recorded. The assignments of 
various modes of vibration have been made by analogy with 
the spectra of similar heterocyclic compounds particularly 
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Of th iazo les ' . Only s ignif icant spec t ra l changes 
which provide information regarding coordination and the 
iden t i f i ca t ion of the donor s i t e in the complexes have been 
discussed in some d e t a i l . 
The i . r , spectrum of the solid ligand in KBr shows 
two bands at 3460 and 3360 cm" which must be due t o the 
asymmetric and symmetric N-H s t re tching frequencies respecti-^ 
vely . The spectrum of 2-aminothiazole in KBr recorded in 
t h i s work does not show a marked difference in the N-H 
172 
s t re tching v ibra t ion observed in chloroform (Table 5 ) . 
This shows tha t the ligand i s not i n an associated form. 
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TABLE . 5 
Characteristic frequencies •1 5 In cm -^  of 2-amlnothlazole and , Its complexes. 




C=N C-N C-S M-N M-X 
^ ^ 4 ^ 2 ^ 3460 s 
3360W 1440m 1330W 675s " «• -
m%\\s) SO4 3390b 3125b 1481W 1351W 694w 390m -
C«C%%«2^>4^^ 3460 s 3145VI 1418W 1333VI 704b 390g 357m 
mc^\i^B)^oi^ 3509m 3030m 1418W 1316W 717b 392s 360w 
Cu(C^i^I^S) CJg 3480b 3270b 1415m 1330W 692m 385s 365s 
AgCC^H^I^S) NC^ 3509W 3205W 1429W 1321W 690w 390s -
KniC^E^^^S)^C2^ '3330b'3 3200b 1420m 1315W 6 SOW 392s 360m 
ZniC^K^^S)^Ol^ 3609 s 3289 s 1431W 1331s 694 s 390m 360b 
CdCQ^H^NgS) Ql^ 3460 s 3360 s 1440m 1315s 7l0w 385s 362 s 
HgCC^H^NgS) NC^ 3460m 3030W 140 81a 1307m 694w 397m -
HgCC^H^NgS) CIg 3400 s 3220s 1492m 1380s 707w *378s 352s 
RU(C^H,N2S)3C33 3420W 3260b 1506m 1416m 680w 392 s 360s 
P^^SV2^>4^^ 3390W 3290 s 1440W 1315m 700 s 392s 360 s 
^^^S«4^2^>2% 3330b 3200b 160am 1360W 700w 390 s 353s 
P*^SV2S^3^l4 3400W 33l0m 1500 s 1365m 700w 385s 370b 
s*= s t rong , m=medlum, w=weak, b=broad and X==C1* 
A few complexes of th i azo les and 2-subst l tu ted 
th iazo les having the amino and bromo group in the 2 pos i - , 
170 171 t ion have been prepared and studied by some workers * . 
In addition to these compounds they have also examined the 
complexes of 2-amino, 2-chloro and 2-methylbenzothiazole 
179 
with several metals . In a l l the cases the authors have 
found e i the r the ring or the amino ni trogen ( in case of 
amino der iva t ives) to coordinate with the metal ions . In 
no case has the ring sulphur atom been reported to coordinate . 
I t appears tha t the bas i s i t y of the ni trogen atom i s much 
greater than that of the sulphur atom. I t was the aim of this 
work to examine i f in some cases sulphur coordination also 
occurred. 
Upon coordination through e i t he r the ring sulphur 
or the r ing nitrogen atom, the C-S s t re tching frequency, 
should inc rease . I t should, however, decrease on coordination 
through the amino nitrogen atom. In the case of sulphur 
coordination the C=N s t re tching frequency should remain 
almost unaltered or increase s l i g h t l y . This frequency should, 
however, decrease in the case of ni trogen coordination. 
Coordination in various complexes has been proposed by a 
close examination of the C=N and C-S bands and the far i . r . 
spectra of these complexes* 
The infrared spect ra of the complexed 2-aminothiazole 
86 
show:a number of differences from that of the free ligand, 
principally in the regions associated with NHg group. There 
is a shift, to lower frequencies of the W-H bands in the 
complexes. This phenomenon may have resulted from the coordi-
nation of the amino group, but could also be due to electronic 
effects resulting from ring nitrogen coordination as has been 
170 
suggested by Duff , 
There is a negative shift in the C=N stretching 
vibration frequency of the ligand in all the complexes 
(excepting in those of vanadium, mercury, ruthenium, .iridium and 
platinum) suggesting coordination to be occurring through 
the ring nitrogen atom of 2-aminothiazole. 
The positive shift in the G=N stretching frequency 
observed in the case of vanadium, mercury, ruthenium, iridium and 
platinum complexes would suggest sulphur coordination. 
However, in these complexes, there is also a positive shift 
in the exocyclic C-N stretching frequencjr suggesting the 
coordination to be occurring through the amino nitrogen. 
Thus although it can not be said unequivocally on the basis 
of the present evidences whether coordination in these 
cotBplexes is occurring through the sulphur atom it would 
appear in view of the known behaviour of such ligands 
described earlier (page $S) that coordination is more likely 
8? ,1 
occurring through the amino nitrogen atom in the above 
mentioned complexes and hence i t I s t en t a t i ve ly suggested 
that the amino nitrogen i s coordinated to the metal ions 
in these complexes. The po s s ib i l i t y of the bidentate coordi-
nate of the ligand through both the ni trogen and sulphur 
atoms has been excluded in view of the requirements of the 
steichiometry and stereochemistry of these complexes. 
This seems reasonable as a f te r coordination the 
po la r iza t ion of the n-e lec t rons from the amlnothlazole 
ring tov/ards nitrogen of the amino group would increase 
the double bond character of N-H in C-NHg group giving 
a pos i t ive s h i f t , 
A compaTlson of the far infrared spectra of 
the complexes of 2-amlnothlazole with tha t of the free 
ligand revea ls that there i s a new strong band at about 
390 cm" in a l l these complexes. I t i s t en t a t i ve ly ; "r\[ 
assigned to the M-N s t re tching frequency. Another medium 
I n t e n s i t y .bsind .not • present; in the. freer ligand is ' .also 
observed at about 360 cm" in a l l the chloro complexes and 
i s t e n t a t i v e l y assigned to the M-Cl s t re tching v ib ra t ions . 
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PROPOSED STRUGTURJS FOR THE COMPLEXES 
The complexes of 2-aminothlazole have been 
obtaLned with different metals in various stoichiometry 
and t h e i r s t ruc tures are discussed below : 
The oxovonadium complex has a HI metal-ligand 
stoichiometry. The i , r , spectrum of t h i s complex shows 
a strong band at 961 cm" . All oxovanadium(IV) compounds 
are expected to have i . r , bands in the region 900-1100 
cm" « The bands at 1150 and 1105 cm" are ascribed 
to a bidentate bridging sulphate group. The simplest 
s t ructure for t h i s complex should then be a dlmeric 
square planar one with SO^" bridges having terminal 






L « 2-Aminothiazole 
89. 
The complexes of cobalt and nickel both having 
1J4 stoichiometries appear to have an octahedral structure. 
Both these complexes have also been studied by Duff and 
170 
coworkers . They have suggested an octahedral geometry for 
these complexes on the basis of magnetic measurements and 
electronic spectral studies. As during the course of this work 
Duff et al published their work on these complexes, only 
their synthesis and i.r. spectra are reported here. 
A dimeric square planar structure with chloride 
bridges and terminal chlorides and ligand is proposed for 
the isl copper(II) complex. 
CI 01 
/ * \ / 
Cu Cu 
Cl-
The s i l ve r n i t r a t e complex shows a band at 1376 cm 
which i s ascr ibable to the n i t r a t e group. Unsplit n i t r a t e band 
at 1376 cm" indica tes a monodentate n i t r a t e coordinat ion. 
Thus t h i s complex i s proposed to have l i n e a r geometry. 
The gold chloride complex has a 1 J 4 stoicbiometry, 
and seQms to have an octahedral geometry having one chlor ide 
ion outside the coordination sphere. This fact could not be 
90? 
ver i f ied by conductance measurements owKlng to the insolu-
b i l i t y of t h i s compound in usual organic so lvents . 
The zinc complex, having a 1:2 stoichiometry, 
apparently has a t e t r ahed ra l s t r u c t u r e . 
The l : l complexes obtained with Cd(II) and Hg(II) . 
have the general formula M(L)S2, Both of these complexes 
seem to have a t e t r ahedra l geometry. The 1:1 Hg(I) complex 
shows an in tense band at 1376 cm" t en ta t ive ly , assigned 
t o monocoordinated n i t r a t o group. A lineal* geometry i s 
therefore proposed for t h i s complex. 
An octahedral geometry i s proposed for the 1:3 
ruthenium complex. 
In the case of the palladium complex the Pd(II) 
ion seems to be in an octahedral environment. Although no 
d i rec t evidence in i t s favour could be obtained, i t i s 
t e n t a t i v e l y suggested tha t the two chlorine atoms should 
be in t r anspos i t ion to each o ther . 
The iridium complex has a 1:2 metal to ligand 
r a t i o . An octahedral geometry with chlor ine bridges i s 
proposed for t h i s complex. 
The 1:3 Ft(IV) complex appears to have an octahedral 
m 
structure which Is the preferred geometry for the Pt(I?) 
ion. It must have one chloride ion outside the coordination 
sphere, the remaining three being coordinated to the metal 
atom. The ionic nature of this complex could not be confirmed 
by conductivity studies as the complex was insoluble in 
usual organic solvents. The following structure is tenta-






Concluding Paragraph : 
I t fiould not be possible t o get the diffuse 
re f l ec tance . spec t ra of the cobal t , n i cke l , copper, ruthenium, 
palladium, iridium and platinum complexes which may provide 
more s t ruc tu ra l evidences and tha t fur ther work i s necessary 
t o completely unravel the s t ruc tures of these compounds. 
All the suggestions are only t e n t a t i v e based on the 
evidences col lected from the experimental f a c i l i t i e s avai lable 
t o t h i s author. 
C H A P T E R V 
COMPLEXES OF 2-AMIN0-6-ETH0XYBEKZ0THIAZ0LE 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
2-amino-6-etfcioxybenzothisizole i s a der iva t ive 
of benzothiazole in which the hydrogen atoms attached to 
the 'earbon atoms at posi t ion"2 and 6^are subst i tuted by 
amino and ethosy groups respec t ive ly . I t ex i s t s in brown 
c r y s t a l l i n e fomi having a melting point of 161^0. I t was 
174 S3^thesized by Mhdzhoyan and coworkers in 1967 by the 
hydrogenation of p-alkoxy-nitrobenzene over Ni-CrgOg when 
p-alkoxy ani l ine was obtained. This compound was t rea ted 
with KSCN and bromine to yield 2-affiino-6-ethoxybenzo-
t h i a z o l e . I t i s f a i r l y soluble in alcohol and hot water. 
Benzothiazole der iva t ives have been invest igated 
for a n t i v i r a l ac t iv i ty against various, influenza Ag s t r a i n s 
in mice and i t has been noted tha t 2-aminobenzothiazole 
had a be t t e r effect compared to other benzothiazole 
de r iva t ives . However, s ignif icant a n t i v i r a l effect could 
175 
not be demonstrated for any compound in v i t r o • I t was 
17fi 
also tested for tuberculostatic activity . Several 
benzothiazole derivatives were synthesized with the help 
177 
of this compound . 2-Aminobenzothiazoles are used in the 
manufacture of papers for legal documents to prevent 
forgery through ink eradicators which cause the formation 
178 
of bright colours on the paper • 
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The complexing tendency of ben2;othlazole and 
2-aminobenzothiazole has been determined by Duff and 
70 179 
coworkers • . They suggested that the ligand i s N-bonded. 
In case of 2-aminobenzothiazole, i t was suggested tha t 
the coordination in few cases may be through the amino-
180 
ni t rogen. Recently Dash and coworkers have also reported 
a few complexes of benzothiazoles and 2-aminobenzothiazoles 
and have suggested tha t in 2-aminobenzothlazole complexes 
the amino group i s not involved in coordinat ion. 
2-Amino-6-ethoxybenzothiazole has an addi t ional 
coordination s i t e and offers i t s e l f as an in t e re s t ing 
ligand for the formation of complexes. Several complexes 
of t h i s ligand with t r a n s i t i o n metals have, the re fore , been 
prepared and studied. 
E X P E R I M E N T AL 
Preparation and Pur i f ica t ion of the Reagents : 
2-Amino-6-ethoxybenzothiazole was used af ter 
r e c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n fiom ethanol (m.p. 161°G) and a l l the 
metal s a l t s v i z . , VOSO .^nHgO, CuClg.gHgO, AgNOg, HAuCl^, 
ZnClg.nHgO, CdClg.SHgO, HggCNOg)^, HgClg (B.D.H. reagents) 
9.4" 
and RuClg.SHgO, PdClg, IrClg.SHgO and H^PtClg (J.M. 
England reagents) were used as such. 
Preparation of the Complexes s 
The complexes were prepared by mixing together 
In appropriate r a t i o s the alcoholic solut ion of the ligand 
and an aqueous or alcoholic solution of the metal saJLt. All 
the complexes when formed were digested in a water bath, 
f i l t e r e d and washed with water^ alcohol and e ther . They 
were dried in an oven at 60*^ 0 for a few hours and were kept 
In an evacuated des icca tor . 
Sulphate (2-amino-6-ethoxybenzothiazole) Oxovanadium(IV) : 
An alcoholic solution of the ligand (0.97 g. in 25 ml.) 
was added to an aqueous solut ion of vanadyl sulphate (0.45 g. 
in 25 m l . ) . Immediate p rec ip i t a t ion occurred on mixing the 
two solut ions together . The solid was f i na l ly i so la ted and 
dried as above, 
Dichlorobis (2-amino-6-ethoxybenzothiazole) Copper(II) s 
A green coloured solid obtained upon mixing the e thanol ic 
solut ions of the ligand (0.97 g. In 25 ml.) and cupric 
chloride (0.43 g, in 25 m l , ) . The solid was i so la ted and dried 
^6* 
Nl t r a tob i s (E-amino-S-ethoxybenzothlazole) S i l v e r d ) J 
To an aqUQous s i lve r n i t r a t e (0.43 g. In 25 m l . ) , an 
ethanollc solution of the llgand (0.97 g. In 25 ml.) was 
added when the p rec ip i t a t ion occurred. The solid obtained 
was i so la ted and dried in vacuo, 
T r i c h l o r o t r i s (2-amino-6-.ethoxybenzothiazole) Gold ( I I I ) : 
Ethanolic solut ions of the llgand (0.97 g. in 25 ml.) and 
chloroauric acid (0.85 g. in 25 ml.) were mixed together 
to yield a p r e c i p i t a t e . This solid was i so la ted and dr ied 
in vacuo, 
Dichlorobls (2-amino-6-athoxybenzothiazole) Zinc(II) t 
An ethanolic solution of the llgand (0.97 g. In 25 ml.) 
was added to an actueous solut ion of hydrated zinc chlor ide 
in 1:2 metal to llgand r a t i o . The solid obtained was. 
i so la ted and dried in vacuo, 
Dichlorobls (2-amlno-6-ethoxybenzothiazole) Gadmium(II) : 
Upon mixing the ethanolic solut ions of the llgand (0.97 g. 
in 25 ml.) and cadmium chlor ide (0,58 g. in 25 ml.) p r e c i -
p i t a t i o n occurred Immediately. This compound was I so la ted 
and dried as usual , 
N l t r a tob i s (2-amino-6-ethoxybenzothlazole) Mercury(I) : To 
m 
an aqueous solution of the mercurous n i t r a t e (1.31 g. i n 
25 m l . ) , to which a few drops of n i t r i c aifild was added to 
get a c lea r solut ion, an ethanolic solut ion of the ligand 
(0,97 g. in 25 ml.) was added when p rec ip i t a t ion occurred. 
This solid was isola ted and dried as usual , 
Dichlorobis (2-ainino-6-ethoxybenzothiazol6) Mercury(II) J 
This complex was prepared by mixing the ethanolic so lu t ions 
of ligand andmercuric chlor ide in 1 J 2 metal t o ligand r a t i o 
and was i so la ted and dried as above. 
T r i c h l o r o t r i s (2-amino-6-ethoxybenzothiazole) Ruthenium(III) i 
A black coloured solid was obtained upon mixing the ethanolic 
solut ions of the ligand (0.97 g. in 25 ml.) and ruthenium 
chlor ide (0.99 in 25 m l . ) . This solid was isola ted and d r i ed . 
Dichloro (2-amino-6-ethoxybenzothiazole) Palladiura(II) : 
An ethanolic solution of the ligand (0.97 g. in 25 ml.) was 
added to an aqueous palladium chloride (0 ,8 g, in 25 ml.) 
so lu t ion . Appearance of a solid was noted immediately which 
was i so la ted and f ina l ly dried as usual . 
Trichloro (2-amino-6-ethoxybenzothiazole) I r id ium(I I I ) : 
Ethanolic solutions of the ligand (0,97 g. i n 25 ml,) and 
«97 
iridium chloride (0,8 g. in 25 ml.) were mixed together 
when the solid was obtainecl. The solid obtained was i so la ted 
and d r ied . 
Tetrachlorobis (2-amino-6-ethoxybenzothiazole) PlatinVunCIV) : 
An ethanolic solution of the ligand (0,97 g, in 25 ml.) was 
added to an ethanolic solut ion of the platinum chlor ide 
(0.9 g, in 26 m l . ) . Immediate p r ec ip i t a t i on occurred on 
mixing the two solut ions toge ther . The solid was i so la ted 
and dried as usual . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The r e s u l t s of analysis of the complexes of 
2-amino-6-ethox7benzothiazole are qui te sa t i s fac tory and 
agree with the suggested s toichiometr ies (Table 6 ) , These 
complexes have the general formula M(2-amino-6-ethoxy-
benzothiazole) X where M stands for the metal ion and 1"»3 2 
X == CI*, NO^ or l / 2 SO^". All the complexes &re coloured, 
s table at room temperature and insoluble in usual organic 
solvents . They a l l decomposed above 200 C, 
The nature of the coordination of the ligand and 
t e n t a t i v e assignments of the s t ruc tu res of the complexes 
TABLE 6 ®^ 
Anal j i ; ical d a t a , co lour and mel t ing p o i n t s of 2-a in ino-6-e thoxybenzothiazole 
and i t s complexes. 
Compound Colour M,P. ^ jgC ^ 0 %s ^ 1 
C Gal . C a l . C a l . Ga l . C a l . C a l . 
(Obs.) (Obs.) (Obs.) (Obs.) (Obs.) (Obs.) 
C H . N OS Brown 161 - 55 .68 5.15 14.43 16.49 
^ -^ ^ 2 (55 .28) (5 .40) (14.08) (16 .08) 
?0(C H N OS)SO. Gfeen 210d 15.40 30 .25 2.80 8,50 19.50 
^ ^ -^ ^ '^  - ^ Us.56) ( 29 ,77 ) (2*47). ( 8,BB) (19*74) 
Cu(C H N OSlCl Green 250d 12.15 41 .34 3.84^ 10.72 12.25 13.59 
. ^ ^^ '^ ^ '^ (12 .10) (41 .80) (3 .75 ) (10 .80) t l 2 . 7 5 ) (13 .30) 
Ag(C BL N OSMO. Murkey 220 19.30 38.72 " 3 .58 12.50 11.50 
- ^ ^" ^ '^ "^ ( i 9 . 1 2 ) (38 .84) (3 .50) (11.81) (11 .30) 
Au(C K N OSipi , Brown 190 22.25 36.17 3 .38 9 .48 10.84 12 .03 
- -^ ^ "^  "^  (82.10) (36.61) (3 .08) < 9.30) (11 .10) (11 .80) 
Zn(C H- N 0Sip3p White 268 13.50 41 .23 3 .81 10.69 12.50 12.40 
^ -^ ^ '^  '^ "^ . (14.00) (40 .76) (3 .55) (11 .11) (12.80) (12 .98) 
Cd(C H N OSipip White 225d 12.40 37.84 3.50 9 . 7 1 11.20 19.50 
^ -^ ^ '^  '^  "^  (12.79) (37.56) (3 .34) ( 9 .75) ( l l . l l ) (19 .42) 
Hg(C H N„0S)^0o Brovm 250d 43.90 23.66 2 .18 9 .20 7.10 
^ ^" "^  '^ "^ (43 .82) (24 .39) (1 .96) ( 9 .46) ( 7 .07) 
Hg(GQH,f.NpOS>plp Yellow 225d 30.40 32 .78 3 .03 8.40 9 .70 10.70 
(30.23) (33.07) (2 .64) ( 8.39) ( 9 .85) (10 .71) 
RU(CQH,QN20SKJ1O Black 300d 9.26 40 .88 3 .78 10.00 12.12 9 ,77 
( 9 .30 (39.90) (3 .12) (10 .40) (12 .30) ( 9 .60) 
Pd(CQH^f^NpOS)Clp Brown 295 g 8 . 6 l 29.07 2.69 • 7.54 8 .61 19.09 
- (S8.70) (29 .19) (1 .98) ( 7 .88) ( 8 . 70) (18 .95) 
Ir(CpHTf.NpOS)Clo Black 300d 38.95 21.93 2 .03 5 .68 6.49 21.60 
'^  (39.01) (21.50) (2 .51) ( 5 .98) ( 7 .00) (21 .70) 
Pt(CgH,QNp0SKJl4 Green 255 S6.89 30.49 2.76 7 .73 8.83 19.59 
(S6.80) (29 .99) (2 .93) ( 7 .95) ( 8.80) (19 .60) 
d =* decomposed. 
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have been suggested on the hssis of infrared spec t ra l 
s tud ies . Pax Infrared spect ra were also recorded with a 
view t o obtaining information on the metal ligand bonding 
which could be through any of the p o t e n t i a l donor s i t e s 
v i z . , the sulphur atom, the oxygen atom or the nitrogen 
atom. The assignments of various modes of the v ibra t ion 
have been made by analogy with the spec t ra of similar, 
70 179 heterocycl ic compounds ' • Only s igni f icant spec t ra l 
changes which provide information regarding coordination 
and the iden t i f i ca t ion of the donor s i t e in the complexes 
have been discussed in d e t a i l . 
The i . r . spectrum of the ligand shows a strong 
- 1 band at 1260 cm t en t a t i ve ly assigned t o the ettiioxy group 
of the ligand which remains almost unaltered or i s s l i g h t l y 
increased suggesting the non-involvement of oxygen atom 
in complex formation. 
The i . r . spectrum of the solid ligand in KBr 
shows two bands at 3330 and 3200 cm""'" which must be due t o 
the asymmetric and sjraimetric N-H s t re tch ing frequencies 
181 
respec t ive ly . Sar tor l et al have recorded the spectrum 
of 2-8minobenzothia^ole in carbon t e t r a c h l o r i d e and have 
assigned the two N-H s t re tching frequencies at 3480 
(asymmetric) and 3412 cm""^  (symmetric). I t i s c lear from 
the above tha t there i s a marked difference in the NH 
lOD 
band posi t ions observed for 2-amino-6-ethoxybenzothiazole 
in the solid phase and for 2-aminobenzothiazole in CCl^, 
Assuming tha t there should not be any effect on the KH 
band posi t ion by introduct ion of the ethoxy group at 
posi t ion 6 of the ring i t appears tha t the ligand i s 
associated in the solid jghase. 
The infrajred spect ra of 2-amino-6-ethoxybenzothlazole 
and i t s complexes have been compared and showed a number of 
differences in the region associated with -NHg group and in 
C-S band pos i t ion . A shif t to lower frequencies in the case 
of NHg bands has been observed (Table ? ) • This may have 
resulted from the coordination of the amino group. The coordi-
nation through the nitrogen atom of the amino group in 2-
179 
aminobenzothiazole has also been suggested by Duff . A 
pos i t ive shif t in the exocyclic G-N s t re tching frequency 
observed in a l l the complexes i s fur ther evidence in favour 
of bonding through amino-nitrogen. The C=N stre tching v ibra t ion 
i s , however, almost unaltered in a l l the complexes tTudicating 
the non-involvement of r ing nitrogen in coordination. The 
C-S s t re tching frequency observed at 685 cm" in the ligand 
i s lowered in a l l the complexes ru l ing out the sulphur 
coordination,through the sulphur atom. 
A comparison of far i . r . spectra of the complexes 
and the ligand reveals a new strong band at about 389 cm" 
in a l l the complexes which i s t e n t a t i v e l y assigned to 
M-N s t re tching v ib ra t ion . This fur ther confirms coordination 
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TABLE 7 
Charac ter i s t ic , ' frequencies in cm" of 2-amino-6-ethoxybenzothia2ole 
and i t s complexes. 
Compound N-H 
As3mim, Symm. 
RO- C=N C-N M-N M-Cl C-S 
%\o\'^ 3330 s 3200s 1260m 1623 s 1380s - 685?w 
^ 0 ^ S « 1 0 ^ 2 ^ S > 2^4 3320W 3200m 1265 s 1620m 1375m 375w 666MI ' 
^ " ( ' S ^ 0 ^ 2 ^ S > 2 ^ ^ 3 3 4 0 s 3220s 1266m 1620W 1375s 3 8 2 s - 3 3 0 s 668m 
Ag((^Hj^0N20S)2NC^ 3600w 3200 s 1257m 1613 s 1378s 380s 665m 
Au(%%oN20S)3C]3 3278w 3126W 1265W 1620W 1389W 380m 3 2 8 s 665w 
Zn((^%0N20S)2C32 3260 s 3180 s 1260 s 1628W 1385s 378s 325w 685W 
Cd(C^%oN20S)2C22 3300s 3200 s 1270s 1628W 1380s 3 8 0 s 325s 665m 
Hg(C9HioN20S)2N<:^ 3320W 3200W 1271W 1622W 1374s 382s 655«i 
Hg(G9HioN20S)2C32 3310m 3200 s 1262s 1630m 1380 s 380 s 325s 665m 
R U ( C 9 H I O N 2 0 S ) 3 C 3 Q 3300b 31&D)ia 1265 s 1600 s 1395 s 380to 325w 650s 
PdCC^HioNgOS) Clg 3300 s 3200m 1280s 1626 s 1365 s 385s 325w 665 
IrCCgHj^QNgOS) G]g 3380ia 32Q05 1265s 1630m 1381s 386 s 330m 6^5w 
Pt(C9H^0Ni0S)2C34 3300m 320 8w 1275 s 1616m 1360m 378s 322m 686S 
s=strong, m=medium, vF=weak, b=broad. 
10^ 
„1 
through the amino-nitrogen. Another band at about 325 cm • 
also appears in a l l the chloro-complexas and i s t e n t a t i v e l y 
assigned to M-'Cl s t re tching v ib ra t ions . 
PROPOSED STRUCTURE FORTHE G0MPLE3CES 
The oxovanadium complex of t h i s ligand having a 
1:1 stoichiometry shown tv?o strong bands at 970 and 1050 
cm" • All oxovanadium(IV) complexes are expected to have 
—1. 173 the i . r . bands in the region 900-1100 cm • Two other 
bands at 1147 and 1102 cm"*^  are ascribed to a bidentete 
bridging sulphate group. The possible s t ruc ture for t h i s 
comp:j.ex should then be a dimeric square planar one with 
sulphate bridges as shown below s 
L SO. ^0 
\ / ^ ^ v ^ ^ 
Q ^ SO^ ^ L 
4 
The copper complex also seems to be a square 
planar one with two chlorine and two ligand molecules. The 





The s i lve r complex shows two bands at 1378 and 
1340 cm' which are ascr ibable to the coordinated n i t r a t e 
group. The presence of two bends ind ica t e s a bidentate 
n i t r a t e coordination. This complex i s , the re fore , proposed 
to have a t e t r ahedra l s t ruc ture with n i t r a t e br idges . 
The gold complex, which has 1:3 stoichiometry-
seems to have an octahedral geometry. The following 






The zinc and cadmium complexes have a 1:2 
stoichiometry. A t e t r ahed ra l s t ruc ture may be proposed 
for these complexes. I t i s in conformity with the fact 
tha t these ions generally prefer to have a t e t r ahed ra l 
s t ruc tu re . 
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The complex obtained by the Interaction of the 
ligand with mercurous nitrate has a 1:2 stolchiometry and 
-1 
shows two bands at 1374 and 1330 cm tentatively assigned 
to the nitrate bands. These two bands are ascribed as in 
silver complex to a bidentate nitrate coordination. A 
tetrahedral structure may be proposed for this complex 
involving nitrate bridges. The mercury(II) complex also 
seems to have a tetrahedral structure. 
An octahedral geometry may be proposed for the 
complex formed with ruthenium chloride having a 1:3 
stolchiometry. 
For the palladium complex which has a 1:1 
stoichiometry, the following dimeric square planar 
structure having chloride bridges may be proposed. 
L CI CI 
^ P d Pd 
C l * ^ ^Cl"'^^ ^ L 
A square planar structure is also proposed for 
the iridium complex. The possible structure is shown below: 
105 
CI CI 
^1 ^ L 
The Pt(IV) complex appears to have an octahedral 
geometry which i s generally preferred by t h i s ion. The 
following s t ruc ture having t r ans - l igands may be proposed 





Concluding Paragraph J 
It could not be possible to obtain the diffuse 
reflectance'spectra of these complexes. Further work is 
necessary for completely elucidating the structures of 
these compounds which have only tentatively been proposed, 
with the help of the data obtained in this work. 
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